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boarded sides and an apparatus fo
heating the water. His scheme is to
pipe the water from the main and
coil under
run it through a large
which will lie built n fire. Certainly
the swimming pool will be a big attraction to the camp.
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 11, 1913.
IN

JUST LIKE CIVIL

L, June

THE VICTIM

WAR IN

1ST

VIRGINIA

The Supervision '
The supervisioa will be the same
as announced some time ago, namely,
the boys of the Y. M. C. A. under
SITE A SHORT DISTANCE ABOVE by
the direction of Secretary P. H. Le
BY
EL PORVENIR SELECTED
Noir. i
THE COMMITTEE
Transportation
Mr. Romero has promised to take
COMFORT PROVIDED care of the camp passengers on the
EVERY
regular coach. However, the manager of the camp will be glad to conIBRIHAM BEY, WHO
THE MILITIA AND
BOTH
ACCOMPATHE
MEALS WILL BE SERVED IN BIG sider any proposition that
any livery
AND
NIED HIS CHIEF, PERISHED .IN
PAINT
CABIN
CREEKERS
SMALLER
or auto man may have to offer. A
' DINING tent;
! f
THE SAME VOLLEY
contract covering the exclusive traffic
WERE WELL ARMED
TODAY IN CONGRESS
TENTS FOR DWELLINGS
of the rami- can be readily made with
the manager of the camp.
A
HIGH
MARTIAL
EXISTED
IAW
Y. M. C. A. TO HAVE CHARGE
PLACE
Horses for trail trips will be pro OCCUPIED
Washington, June 11.
curable at the camp. Some of the
Senate,
Not in session; meets Friday.
PERSONS CAUGHT AT UNLAWFUL
HAD HELD
MANAGEMENT ASSURES PATRONS patrons are going to take their sad DEAD STATESMAN
Finance committee democrats condle horses up to the camp and hire
PRACTICES WERE SENTENCED
MANY IMPORTANT OFFICES
GOOD TRANSPORTATION
AND
tinued consideration of tariff biil
them out from day to day.
COURT
BY SOLDIER
IN SOLTAN'S
EMPIRE
EXCELLENT FOOD
changes.
'
-" Camping Parties
tim.0
Activities of Hawaiian sugar inter
beIn the agreement with Mr. Romero
Charleston, W. Va., June 11. Indus
Constantinople, June 11. The Tur- ests formed subject of hearings
Final arrangements are announced
fore
committee.
in kish
be
will
'lobby
allowed
no
war in West Virginia was today
investigating
trial
Mahnioud
camping
parties
Schefket
grand vizier,
for the big Y. M. C. A. camp. Unless
sentiment in objection to described to the senate mine strike
when the big Pasha, was assassinated at noon toStrong
the
canyon
excepting
been
as
has
'weather prevails such
of July picnic is pulled off. day by two men armed with revolvers currency legislation at this session investigaton committee by Adjutant
on tap the last three days, the camp Fourth
It
that a large number of who attacked him while he was pro- developed at special meeting of the General Charles D. Elliott, who told
is
hoped
will be opened on July 3 and ready
will
in graphic fashion of battles fought
plan to visit the camp ceeding in his motor car to the Su- banking committee.
to welcome the public for inspection citizens
House.
on this day. The visitors are asked blime Porte,
between mine guards and strikers at
on July 4.
Not in session: meets Friday.
!
ihn
nr,A Wr11
MiinHnm
to bring their own grub. There will
It
is
believed
in
government circles
Atfer considering several sites the
be all kinds of games, the boys ,will 'hat the assassination of the
He
section.
Cabin
Creek
Paint
and
on
putdecided
committee finally has
grand
maan
an
exhibition
and
give
told
of
armored
trains
enjoyable
carrying
vizier was the outcome of a
plot
ting the camp In El Porvenir canyon time is
chine guns that swept through the
planned.
uagainst the committee of union and HAWAIIAN INTERESTS
about one mile and a quarter above
strike district and shot down all who
' " " Pates
progress, (tlje Young Turks.)
El Porvenir hotel. The other sites
nought to stop them.
of
Ibriham Bey, the
Hot
considered were those in the
is
The rate card for the camp
LIBERALLY
DUG
UP
At least a score of skirmishes were
Mahmond
was
also
Schefket Pasha,
Springs canyon on the Agua Pura fixed. It is as folowsi
of
underkilled
is
detailed
the
assassins.
It
was
by him, in nearly all
by
opalmost
first
property. The
For one person one week $10. For
men were killed or wounded.
which
men
stood
who
that
the
committed
Ice
No.
4,
house
planit
being
each.
week
two
posite
$9
PAID
TESTIMONY SHOWS THEY
persons one
General Elliott told or the
ned to use the big bunk houses, but Monthly rates on application. For the crime are civilians.
SALARY OF $1,000 A MONTH
was
that
it
found
inupon investigation
by the state troops of six machine
those from 5 to 15 years of age
SUGAR LOBBYIST
Had Honorable Record
it would take too much money to put elusive, a half rate will be given.
guns, each capable of firing 150 shots
of amIxjndon, June 11. Mahmoud Schefthese structures into camp condition, Children will be free.
Washington, June 11. Activities of a minute, and 120,000 rounds
was
ket
whose
death
The
Pasha,
He
identified
munition.
reported
and the site was abandoned.
met
photographs
The idea of the new site has
Hawaiian sugar, interests in behalf of
other site was that opposite ice house with general satisfaction and genuine this mornng, has held office as grand a tariff on sugar were taken up again of a sheet iron fort built by mine
Mucklow and told of the
Nc. 6, hut on account of the possib- enthusiasm. The people from out of vizier since, January 23, this year,
today by the senate lobby committee. guards at
when
Kiamil
On
Pasha
the
resigned.
hundreds of "man killing"
of
ility of polluting the city water
capture
town will see the Hot Springs canyon
Royal D. Mead, of the Hawaiian
thi also was abandoned.and the Montezuma property in pass same day Nazim Pasha, the com- Sugar Planters1 ittsociation, said he guns, many of them "hidden out" in
At this juncture, when the commit- ing through, and, what is much better, mander of the Turkish army at the received a salary of $1,000 a month the hollow trees and mountain caves
tee was striking about for another will see the country beyond.
It is Tchatalja lines, was shot dead during for his work in Washington.
His ef- after the militia took charge of the
to the strike district.
were
confined
site, JJargarito Romero offered the conceded by all that a stranger tak- a demonstration in Constantinople.
he
said,
forts,
Mahmoud Schefket Pasha was a
use of the canyon above El Porvsnir ing the trip over the scenic highway
Trains held up, mine tipples burned,
gathering and distribution of sugar
hotel. Mr Romero generous donated and then dipping into the beautiful pure Arab and a native of Bagdad. statistics, and he thought $15,000 pitched battles bewteen mine guards
He was brought to
Constantinople would cover his annual expenses. He and miners, were all detailed by GenC.,000 feet of lumber, offered to sup- canyon will return singing the praiswith
his family when he as a boy. had been associated with' the Domes- eral Elliiott, who said that all of these
ice
allowed
th
the
the
is
that
It
for
camp,
es of the scenery.
ply
hoped
pipii-.cf his water for the big sw'.in-min- arrangements can be made for a Sat After 'studying at the military school tic Sugar Producers' organization, affairs were reported to him. He decoach for he was graduated at .18 years of age which has directed the sugar tariff tailed a general engagement at Muck-lopool, promised to fix the road urday afternoon special
In such shape that an auto or a rig those desiring to spend the week end with the highest honors. He was a
Holly Grove, on Paint Creek, and
publicity campaign in Washington. In
great favorite of former Sultan Abdul May he and Sidney M. Ballou termi- Ronda, Cabin Creek, on February 10,
could drive within 100 yards of the at the camp.
The camp is now a surety, not a Hamid, who appointed him to the gen- nated a $2,500 contract for publicity when a mine bookkeeper and a miner
camp site, and in fact promised to
he proceeded
orto
wheel
in
his
This reshoulder
the
put
theory. It's going to be pushed eral staff. Afterward
work, by the press se' vice bureau of named Estep were killed.
der to make the camp a success. He through with energy. The people of to Germany and stayed there ten wlfch E. W. Mayo was head.
sulted in a second declaration of maroffered also to take care of all camp Las Vegas can be of great help in years studying ithe organization of
Mead produced a detailed account tial law, and General Elliott said
friends. the German armv
passengers on his daily coach to El boosting it to their
of all his receipts and expenditures that when he went into the field with
Mahmoud Schefket Pasha, despite in
Porvenir.
troops on the night of February 10,
Many already have written personal
Washington. He had received
Miss Ruth Lenhard, under whose letters to their friends and the man his close intimacy with Abdul Hamid,
from Hawaiian Sugar association " dynamite bomb was found on the
wise management El Porvenir has en- ager has received letters of inquiry was the moving spirit in fostering the and told the committee he had spent railroad track ahead of the troop train.
which
brought ,'),r,4S.16 up to last night.
"All of these affairs were between
joyed a new lease of life, is thorough- from New Mexico, New Jersey, Penn military revolution
ly in sympathy with the camp and sylvania, Missouri, Kansas, Virginia that sultan's fall.
Upon the demand of Senator Gron-na- , mine guarsd and strikers," said the
The Y. ;Soon after the outbreak of the
has promised her hearty
and a number from Texas.
the committee today Biibpoenaed general. "The militia had nothing to
In every way. Many favorable com- M. C. A. has a number of camp cards Balkan war, Mahnioud Schefket Pasha A. Y. Moore, publisher, and A. M. do with them, and I know of them
ments have been heard this year re- for distribution which can be secured was appointed chief of the commissa- Baker, manager of the Courier-New- s
only through information brought to
war
garding the splendid service one gets for the asking. These cards fit in riat department of the Turkish
of Fargo, North Dakota, to explain a me by both Bides."
at El Porvenir.
anv letter and contain the story ol office, and he was one of those pres- recent editorial intimating that SenGeneral Elliott gave the committee
ent at the grand council of the em- ator
the camp in a nutshell.
The Site
Gronna knew something of the documents showing the operations of
pire which decided last January to use of money in Washington to in- the military which took charge of the
The site of the camp is about 100
accept the proposal of the European fluence legislation.
saw
strike district during the firsi martial
old
location.
mill
the
from
yards
powers to brin? the war to an end.
On one side Hermit's peak frowns
Mead told the committee none of law period, and showing the disposiNOT S01E
the money spent for advertising had tion made of prisoners.
down, on the other side Is the Point ENGLISH
of Rocks and in front is the beautiful
been used to influence the editorial
Adjutant General Charles D. ElSUFFRAGETTES ARRAIGNED
gate of the mountains
BECAUSE (IF LOSS London, June 11. Kitty Marion, an policy of newspapers. The total liott, of the West Virginia militia,
amount spent by the Hawaiian Plant- who was in supreme command in the
by the campers "El Puerto" meaning
actress, and Clara Elizabeth Giveen, ers' association for all purposes was strike zone during the martial law
"The Portal." At the foot of the site
a well known militant
sufragette,
Is the mountain stream. The camp LONDON PAPERS ARE HOPEFUL
about $600,000 a year, he said, and periods, produced today before the
were arraigned today on suspicion of
senatorial committee from WashingOVERCOME
can be reached either by auto or
WILL
was raised by assessment.
POLO TEAM
ton investigating conditions in West
having Bet fire to the stands on the
DEFEAT YESTERDAY
wagon. The road ends right at the
Hurst park race, course yesterday.
Virginia at that time, documents
site and on the other side the trail
The
which showed that, 51 men wore sen-- .
police gave evidence connecting
Tf theie
the
begins.
canyon
through
While
11.
admitting!
Juno
were
London,
them with t' e outrage and they
FOR
fenced by the military court, PriIs a more. Ideal or better site any
that the pace of the American polo remanded on bail, of 0,000 ..ea'cn..
vate, V. h. .Long, tried for the murwhere in this part of the country the team was too "touch for the British
der of Ira Ridd, was acquitted by
committee does not know of It.
team in the championship piatch
REPLY the court!DIAZ'S
18
The Equipment
mine guard,
at Meadowbrook yesterday the evenBARBARA .11 WINS
jRobelt Hartigan,
The equipment will consist of 10 ing papers today express themselves
with doing police duty as a
Bermuda, June 11. The
charged
Hamilton,
floored tents; five of the size 8x10 to as, not altogether discouraged by the motor boat Barbara II crossed the
of the state, was senFORMER PRESIDENT OF MEXICO
accommodate two people, and- five result of the first match.
tenced
according to the testwice,
finishing line 25 minutes and 20 secNOT WILLING TO MIX IN ITS
12x14 to accommodate four
peop'.a.
to pay a fine of
in
each
time
3
this
onds past
timony,
o'clock
morning
The Evening Standard says.
POLITICS
Otiier tents can be secured as the
months in prissix
serve
to
and
which
$500
race
from
the
have
team
to
British
Philadelphia,
"The
ought
patronage warrants, in a day's time learned a
ase, a guard
similar
on.
In
another
m.
biother-in-lagreat deal from yeJterduy's started on Saturday at 1:30 p.
Paris, France, June 11. A
and can be fully equipped quickly.
and1 sentenced to GO
fined
was
$100
Philadelfrom
time
the
of
more
and we are
Unofficially her
hopeful
Diaz left for
of
There will be built a 16x32 dining game
was 85 hours, 14 minutes. 20
the next game"
phia
result
of
to
discuss
with the gov- days.
Mexico
a
today
hall, 'with
big fire place at one end
Other sentences shown, by the 'list
seconds.
Mall
Gazette
the
The Pall
says:
question of the re- were:
ernment there
to be used for social gatherings at
"As the British players never had
turn of the former dictator.
other than meal times.
Adjoining
For "intimidation of workmen," S2
since
game
ihey
a
fast
practice
EVIL
Diaz recently received a delegation prisoners, six months each.
really
SMOKE
be
DISCUSS
will
a
TO
the dining hall
kitchen, fully
in America, they failed just
Atlantic City, N. J., June 11. The of Mexican friends who requested him
equipped. By this arrangement there landed
Carrying concealed weapons, two
reasonlieen
have
where
might
they
railroad smoke nuisance and means tO( return to Mexico to assist by his prisoners, one day; five prisoners,
w'.il be a space for camp fires in the
wnter. Down on the old saw mill ably expected to fail, bat we lr.ay itel for its abatement is to form the counsel in the restoration of tran- six months; one prisoner, $1,000 fine
tut-)- ,
s;i.ie confidence that thy now have leading subject of discussion at the quility in that country.
will be thy swimming roc.
and one year; one prisoner, one year.
tiie measure of their opponents."
The reply of tne old dictator la said
Pool
The Swimming
annual conventiou of the American
Carrying steel knuckles, one prisThe swimihing pool is a creature
oner fined $50.
TheWestmiiister Gazette says:
Railway Master Mechanics' associa to have been:
ot the ingenuity of W. H. Stark of
"We may still hope, but we cannot tion which met here today for a threo
Unlawful stabbing, two prisoners,
"I should lave l"een pleased to rethe Commercial club. Mr. Stark hap longer entertain great confidence that days' session. All the principal rail- turn and reside in my country, but one year.
False statements to officers, one
boon given a certain specified amount the big effort made by England will roads of the United States and Can- am determined not to participate in
20x10
with
a
days. ,
and has promised
restore the cup this time."
ada are represented.
its politics-pool
prisoner,
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hands can find
their own mischief
to do

TELEGRAPH SERVICE

PHILIPPINES
11. Brigadier
Manila, f.
General John j. Pershing, commander
of the department of Mindanao, had
made arrangements to move forward
OF today and engage in a decisive fight
against the rebellious Moros entrench
ed at Pasan under the sultan of Joio.
A stubborn resistance to the
ad
vance of the American troops was
had
force
expected and a strong
MIAHMOUD PASHA, TURKISH OFF!. therefore been
ELLIOTT
GENERAL
assembled, consist inc, ADJUTANT
of a company of regular infantry, a
TELLS SENATE ABOUT THE
CIAL, KILLED WHILE ON WAy
'
troop of cavalry, seven companies of
TO SUBLIME PORTE
STRI.KE OPERATIONS
scouts, two companies of constabulary
with a battery of four mountain gimp
PLENTY OF MACHINE GUNS
IS MURDERED and a machine gua platoon..'

GRAND VIZIER IS

rtflJiE

Daily fflaxim
Busy

PRESS LEASED

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

'"

IIE"

:

-

111

Disorderly

conduct,,

three months.
Larceny, one prisoner,

CITY

EDITION

one prisoner,
$10 fine

and

CMIFIELD DAM IS

10 days.

Altogether the list accounted for

LIKELY TO GO

all but two casts under the martial
law last fall, the first martial law
period. These two cases were marked "missing from the files."

General Eliott detailed the orders
restoring martial law to strike zone
last February, which, he said, were
modified by Governor Hatfield on
May 29, annulling that portion of the
proclamation which placed the military authorities above the ''ivil courts.
The militia, the witness said, were
now working under the civil courts.
Only about a dozen militia remained.
"While pou were in charge in the
martial law zone you made arrests
on your own responsibility without
a writ or warrant from any
court?" asked Senator Borah,
"Yes, that is right," said General
Elliott.
General Elliott said that at one
time he had 1,000 men in the field,
practically the entire militia organization of the state. He could riot
say definitely how many armed men
he had to contend with, but he lelt
that there were more arms among
the strikers than among the militia.
Under
by Attorney Belcher for the miners, General
Elliott said that the controversy prior
to the declaration of martial law was
solely between the miners and operators,
"Was there any state of insurrection in the strike zone prior to the
declaration of martial law?" asked
Mr. Belcher.
"The governor evidently thought
there was," said the witness.
General Elliott said that he knew
lhat Representative lb. B. Davis,
former county prosecutor, had told
Governor Glasscock that he could not
secure action in the courts to subdue
the riotous condition. This, he said,
was one of the reasons for which the
governor declared martial law.
The witness said that his troops
had captured five or six machine
guns in the affected district. After
the first martial law period ended,
Genera"! Elliott said that members
of the state militia, officers and men,
were employed by the coal operators
to act as watchmen or "mine guards."
They remained as guards, he said,
even after martial law was again
declared and the troops again took
charge of the field.
General Eliott told gf the operation
of an armored train, on which a machine gun was mounted, which made
four trips up Paint and Cabin creeks.
He could not say what troopers
manned this train, which among the
miners was known as the "Bull
n

Moose Special."

Attorney Belcher tried to ascertain
what rifles were carried on a special train that invaded the Paint
on the night of February 7,
and from which a battle was fought
at Holly Grove. General Elliott did
not know where the guns came from.
Creek-sectio-

CUPETITiON-KllllNl-

n

i

IS PERFECTLY

FAIR

OUT
MUCH ALARM IS FELT FOR THE
SAFETY OF THE HALF-BUILrv

STRUCTURE

WATER
IT

IS

IB

FEET

DEEP

OVER A STRIP OF
TERRITORY OVER A MILE
EXTENDS

IN

THE

CANAL

CONTENTS

OF

COME FROM
BASIN

LENGTH

IS

NOT OPEN

THE RESERVOIR
THE NATURAL
DRAINAGE

Reports reached Las Vegas late yesterday evening that the
Camfield dam was on the
verge of breaking and that possibly
a break would occur during the
night. However, the rain let up con
siderably during the evening and
the water gradually dropped during
the night until this morning there
were but 17 feet of water against the
dam. Last
night the depth was
about 20 feet.
Persons residing near the banks of
the Arroyo Pecos were informed last
night of the dangerous condition of
the dam and were on the lookout.
Many persons in the eastern part
of the city abandoned their homes.
The dam started to fill last Sunday
and during the past few days has
gradually risen toward the top. Yesterday the drain water from the vast
surrounding country came down into
the basin formed by the dam, filVm?
it rapidly. By 2 o'clock yesterday afternoon tne dam had filled to a depth
of 15 feet and at 5 o'clock had risen
to about 20 feet.
During the night the excitement
concerning the breaking the dam was
great, and people were seen carrying
furniture from their residences and
moving their cattle from the fields
near the Pecos arroyo. The reason
for the apprehension concerning the
dam; was because of the structure not
The only barrier
being completed.
that is holding the water back is a
wall of earth. This is likely to break
at any time when there is any great
amoutn of force behind the structure.
When the dam is finished it will be
indestructible.
There is, however, no great danger
even if the dam should break, as the
water would leave, not in a sweep
but gradually, as there is practicaly
only one place in the whole structure
that is weak. That place is only
about 15 feet wide and it would take
some time to wash ihe earth away
so as to let the whole contents out
partly-complete- d

in a sweep.

heavy rain has been raging to- -'
day in and around the dam site,
THIS IS THE OPINION OF STEEL and it is probable that if the dam
breaks at all it will occur some time
HEAD, "UNDER SOME CIRy
CUMSTANCES"
today. Both the Gallinas and the
ful
have
been
Pecos
running
New York, June 11. Judge Elbert capacity all day and should this dam
of the United break it might mean a great amount
H. Gary, chairman
States Steel corporation, testified to of damage to the country below here.
Word received from Albuquerque
day that he thought "under some civcumstances" it "was perfectly proper" and a few places bit ween La a Vegas
for a purchaser to enter into a contr- and the Duke City, Is to the effect
act--with
a seller that the latter that the rainfall has been heavy all
should not com pet, with the purchas- day and last night. Thi3 rain is the
er after having sold out to him.'. ;, heaviest and most prolonged that has
been seen in Las Vegas for tho past
Judge. Gary was under
In the hearing of the suit to 10 years, and on that account Is causdissolve the corporation.
ing great alarm among the inhabitants
Judge Jacob M. Dickinson, attorney residing along the river banks.
The water in the reservoir did not
for the government, after reading
from minutes of the finance commit- come from the intake canal, whi h is
tee of the corporation in 1903, which closed, but accumulated from th' runset forth the corporation proposed to off or the hills surrounding the naturpurchase the Oliver ore properties al basin which the. big dam !,.
under condition that the owners keep The water is about 18 feet deep and
out of the ore business, asked the extends over a stretch, of territory a
witness if that came under his policy mile long and several hundred ifi';
in width.
of "fostering competition.'!
The Gallinas this morning rcach. i
"That would depend upon circumwithin four feet of the tops of tbo
stances," said the witness.
to
me
if
that
"It seems
apurchaser arches of the county tiridere at
of any commodity or business should Bridge street crossing.
secure as a part of the contract an
WOMEN GET D'.LLOT.
agreement from the seller that be
.Tun?
should not enter into comoptition with
1!, Tm
Hi.,
Spring! iclil,
nil ?rmh i - I
him, that, would be perfectly proper woman' si"'
v ,
and under many circumstances would in the iina'i1 riMcnt
.notreslrain trade.
t!iJ house today by a vote of 7;
A

Ar-roo-

,

j
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PROMT
AT THE

IMPF.RATOR

JONES

BANQUET
TO BE THE
OFFICIALS
STATE
GUESTS OF ALBUQUERQUE
COMERCIAL CLUB

FOR NEW YORK,

Hamburg, June 11. The. Hamburg-America- n
company's new liner
sailed today on her maiden
voyage to New York. An enormous
crowd congregated at the dock and
along the waterfront and with loud
cheers gave an enthusiastic "Don voy.
age" to the new "Goliath of the
Ocean."
The big vessel, which is a
triumph of marine architecture,
steamed gracefully out cf the harbor,
carrying a complement of more than
4,000 passengers, among whom were
many well known Americans.
It Is
expected that under ordinary circumstances New York will be reached
next Tuesday evening or early Wednesday morning.
When the Imperator ties up at her
dock in the North river next week
New Yorkers will have an opportunity to inspect the largest vessel in the
world.
She has a grosi; tonnage of
50,000 (or nearly 5,000 tons greater
than the Olympic) and is q. the same
general dimensions as the great
Aqultania now nearing completion
for the Cunard line. There are eleven
decks on the liner. The promenade
deck is a quarter of a mile long, so
long In fact that a person standing
at one end could not recognize a per
son at the other end. River steam
sail
boats Qf. average size could
of the giant
lengthwise' through
;.
funnels of the Imperator.
One of the novel features of the
big vessel Is a roomy swimming pool
in a beautiful Pmbflian hall. Among
other luxuries 'kh which the vessel
has been fitted are a great entertainment hall two stories high, three
electric elevators, a completely equip
ped gymnasium, a "cottage" cafe, a
winter garden and a
restaurant. The main dining salon
is 300 feet long.

SAIS

wit.'

linn N DOVER

Our

GOSSIP OF THE

SHOPS

AND YARDS.

al

TO THE GRAND

iree

Ralph Cavanaugli has been hired
as boilermakr helper In the shops.

JURY
MAN WHO STABBED ANTONIO
MERO IN SANTA FE LIKELY
WILL BE TRIED

Henry Bisenmn has returned from
his hunting trin and has entered
upon his duties in the local shops as
machinist.

RO-

SfiLfi6

Continues Until

Switchman w. C. Webb has again
Santa Fe, N. M., June 11. Further
for duty after having been
report!
In
facts regarding the stabbing aTfray,
off for the past few days on account
which Antonio Romero was wounded of sore feet.
with a knife in the hands of Guadalupe Sals were gained this morning
The monthly information meeting
from Justice Garcia. It seems that W3.S held in tha. fvainmal) op'o f flfo
at the time that Sais. was arrested last
Friday morning and proved to
by Constable Manuel Costillo, last he interesting and instructive.
Sunday, the warrant for his apprehen
sion also called for the arrest of An- W. T. Ames of Parsons, Kans., has
astaoio Gonzales, for complicity In entered the employ of the shops as
the assault, and the latter
requir tinsmith, taking the place of Frank
ed to give bond at once for his ap Porch, who resigned some time ago.
pearance at the hearing before the
H. T. Newby, timekeeper in
justice yesterday afternoon, which
the
he did.
superintendent's
office, was called
A large crowd of the friends artu home to Indiana on account of the
relatives appeared at the court room serious illness of his parents there.
at the time set for the hearing. The
public
A. L. Shafer has resigned his new
be! Governor'
will
evidence revealed the fact that the
those
present
Among
William C. McDonald, Secretary of
stabbing took place at or in front of position as fireman and is again in
a house occupied by lomasita Alire the blacksmith shop, taking the poState Antonio Lucero, State Treasurer
sition held by Kid Burns, who is now
0. N. Marron, who will act a toastj
and Carmel Sena on the canyon .road
as helper.
fmployed
and not at the dance hall of Simon
master; State Auditor W. Q. Sargent
!i
y
u
i.
.h u.
Vigil. The assailant had been drinkState Land CommUiOner Robert P.
A number of engineers who some
W.
threatenmen
had
ing some and both
Ervien, Attorney General Frank
time aco were sent to San Marcial
ed each other. The judge heard both
Clancy, Harry Dougherty of Socorro,
on account of the rush of stock busas
sides of the story, and Sais admitted
rninei Rahih E. Twitchell,
iness, have returned and are agaui
Railall
but
Fe
having committed the assault,
sistant solicitor for the Santa,
employed on the New Mexico divisparties wanted to settle the difficulty ion.
road company; A. T. Aogers, Herbert
Dr.
out of court. Judge Garcia asked
W. Clark, Harry W. Kelly and S. R
Diaz, the doctor in the case, who atDavis, Jr., of Las Vegas, who will acThe baseball game that was to have
tended Antonio Romero, if he could been
to
this
city.
Mr.
Jones
company
played today between the Supes
A Worker Appreciates This
certify that the wounded man was and the Mechs was postponed on acToastmaster Marroon will call on a
number of the distinguished group of Wm. Morris, a resident of Florence, cut of danger, and upon being told count of wet grounds and will lie
"For the last fourteen that he could not, the judge would
men for responses and the banquet Oregon, says:
played next week if the weather perand bladder incapakidneys
years
my
to the matter being set- mits.
felicought to he one of the most
citated me for all work. About eight not consent
itous events of the kind ever held in months ago I bega,i UBing Foley Kid tled out of court, but'bound both Guath's city. The appointment or tne ney puis, ana tney nave aone wnai dalupe Sais and Anastacio Gonzales
Wire Chief Wolfe Morants is laymedicines failed to do, and now over to the September session of the
Las Vegan to the official right-- ether
off for a few days on account
ing
I am feeling fine.
I recommend Fo
in the sum of $5,000, and of an important engagement.
grand
Mr.
of the head of one of the most
jury,
and
O.
G.
Schaefer
Pills."
ley Kidney
held the two men to give a bond be- Morants recently made arrangements
iniiortant departments of the nation-r.- t Red Cross Drug Store.
sides of $2(i0 a piece to keep the pease. to he married and the happy event
overnment, Is a signal honor to
will occur tonight.
M:
ones, who will frequently occupy WORLD'S Y. M. C. A. CONFERENCE The bonds were given.
Strong pressure was brought to
the position of acting secretary and Is
Edinburgh, June 11. The opening
On account of the urop in business
in a position to be of great service in Edinburgh today of the quadren- bear on Judge Garcia to let the matto New Mexico as well as the rest of nial conference of the World's Al ter be settled between the parties it is quite probable that the board
tN western states, being chosen for liance of Young Men's Christian as- to the affair out of court, but the in the freight office will be,ciit this
a sight that judge was not to be changed in his week. At the present time the extra
the position on account of his wide sociations afforded
knowledge of wostern conditions and would have gladdened the eyes of the opinion that the case was too serious list is the largest list in existence
as a recognition of the Important in late Sir George. Williams, were that and had gone too far to be so settled, and for this reason the cut will be
h rests of the west under this depart staunch Christian worker alive to- and had put it upt o the grand jury made.
day to view the striking evidences to pass upon.
ment.
The dance which, took place at SimDuring the recent stock rush over
The flowing is the program ar- of the marvelous growth of the organization of which he was the founder. on Vigil's the same night was a quiet 2,200 cars of stock were moved over
rr 'd for the occasion:
At the opening of the conference and respectable affair. The
f .V. Marron, toastmaster.
parties the local division and were handled
Reeognitior by the Administration the call of the roll was answered by who were implicated in the stabbins in a most capable way. This rush
was one of the biggest that, have
of the New Mexico Bar," Judge H. F. delegates representing all parts of had come there but were denied
the civilized world. Not only were
Raynolda.
and went on to the house ever been noticed on the New Mexico
Can
mentioned.
Romero claimed that he division.
"Recognition of New Mexico Indus Great Britain, the United States,
Ad- ada and Australia well represented,
the
in
by
and
Commercially
was
the house, and Sais claimed
trially
On next Saturday eight standard
but virtually all of the countries of that the assault was committed outministration," A. B. McMillin.
with South Africa,
loaded with train dispatchers
together
Europe,
to
the
sleepers
Relation
in
Mexico
"New
side of the house.
American republic of Brawil'i pass through Las Vegas on their
Public Land Policy," Judge Edward the South
zil and the Asiatic countries of Japan,
A. Mann.
When the baby is suffering the dou- way to Ixis Angeles where the wire
China, India, Korea and Ceylon had ble affliction of hot weather and bow- handlers will attend
the national
Grande
Rio
the
of
"Development,
el disorders, the remedy needed is meeting of the train dispatchers' ordelegates on hand.
Valley." G. L. Brooks.
The conference will continue its McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It reduces der. Chief Dispatcher H. R. McKee
"Our Policy Toward the Pueblo Insessions
through the remainder of the feverish condition, corrects the of this division will accompany tne
dian," Hon. F. W. Clancy.
stomach and checks looseness of the
week.
this
Many eminent speakers
dispatchers from Las Vegas.
"Albuquerque," Col. I). K. H. Sel- are on the program and there will be bowels. Price 25c and 50c per bottle
Co.
Sold
Central
by
Drug
lers.
discussions covering every phase of
Word received
from Joe Sundt,
"The State of New Mexico," Gov- the
work that is being carried
who went, to Washington two weeks
TO HELP BROTHER
great
ernor W. C. McDonald.
on by the world Alliance.
Delegates
Albuquerque, N. M., June 11. T. I ago as a delegate from Las Vegas,
"New Mexico, the Oldest and the will
present to the conference re- Parkinson, an attorney of New York to the national convention of the
Tounge:-t,- "
lion. Antonio Lucero.
ports showing the growth and progarrived in Albuquerque
last Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen,
"Our Gust." Col. R. E.- Twitchell. ress of the Y. M. C. A. in their re- City,
to states that Mr. and Mrs.' Sundt are
and
night,
spent
today
endeavoring
Hon. A. A. Jones.
spective countries. These reports will straighten out the predicament into enjoying themselves but are not satshow
that the organization now which his brother, J. I Parkinson, has isfied with the weather. Joe met
No person need hesitate to take Fo- numbers
branches rotten himself as the result of utter-in.-- President Wilson last week at the
9,000
nearly
ley Kidney Pills on the ground that throughout the world, of which near-la worthless check a week ago. conference.
they know not what ia in them. Foley
are in the United States J. L. Parkinson, for a short time em& Co. guarantee them to be a pure
William Thomas has been appointcurative medicine, specially prepared and Canada.
ployed by the Santa Fo Gold and Coped trainmaster of the First district,
for kidney and bladder, ailments and
per Mining company at San Pedro, 37
They do not contain
irregularities.
PILES CURED IN I TO 14 DAYS.
Albuquerque division, of the Atchihabit forming drugs. Try them. O. ,Your druggist will refund money miles east, of Albuquerque, secured. son, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast Lines
on
a
$140
worthless
he
check, which
O. Schaefer and Red Coss Drug Store.
at Gallup, N. M., in place of L M.
if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure
cashed at the First. National bank.
who has been transferred: to
case
of Itching, Blind, Bleeding The check bore
Shipley,
any
the name of Haines
McGUINNESS IS APPOINTED
In 6 to 14 days.
Second district of that division
the
or
Piles
Protrdlng
- Michael J. McGuinness,
a , well 50c.
Gridley, superintendent of the Santa as
trainmaster, with office at Wins-low- ,
Fe company, and when
confronted
for many
Known young attorney,
Ariz., in place of A. R. Woods,
with indisputable evidence of wrongyears a resident of Albuquerque, now AMERICAN DRINKS
acting trainmaster. Mr. Woods has
FOR CHARITY
Parkinson admitted his guilt, been made trainmsater of the
residing in Santa Fe, has been apwas a doing
First
London, June 11. There
poitned special assistant attorney to great outpouring of Loudon society being arrested by Chief of Police Mc- district, Arizona division, at Needles,
Millin and hld to the grand jury in
the attorney general of the state, with
Cal., to succed C. G. Fluhr, who has
today for the opening of the Noah's
jurisdiction in land litigation. Mr. Ark fair in Albert hall. The fair, the sum of $8b0. .Speaking today of been transferred to Frsno, Cal., as
the affair, Mr. Parkinson, the attor- trainmaster of
McGuinness is appointed by the com which will continue two
the First and Visalia
days, is
said that there was no reason In
missioner of public lands, under au
ney,
place of I. A. Christie, promoted
given in aid of a Indon hospital.
thority given by the last legislature Queen Alexandria is the patron of why his brother should have obtainMr.- McGuinness is to do his work
More than $10,000,000 in cars and
the fair and the Duchess of Marl- ed money under false pretenses and
under the supervision of Attorney borough, the Countess of Lonsdale he is at a loss to account for the locomotives equipment for the handGeneral P. W. Clancy. Born and and a number of other women in the young man's action. Mr. Parkinson ling of the crops of the west has
reared in New Mexico, familiar vith highest ranks of the nobility are wil attempt to have his brother re- been invested by the Atchison,
& Santa Fe railway in the last
local conditions and an expert in the among the members of the commit- leased on bond.- J. L. Parkinson Is
Fnanish language, Mr. McGuinness tee. The delighted throngs that wan- an expert accountant, according to his year. It is announced that the final
will doubtless prove valuable to the dered through the aisles of the big brother, and before coming to the delivery of this order is being resi iite i" "ie position to which he has hall at the opening this afternoon southwesi was offered a position with ceived and will be placed in service
Numerous local afforded evidence that the efforts of a corporation with a salary of $:!,000 in time for the accommodation of
been
wilt be pleased to learn of the promoters to make the fair one per annum.
the shippers.
The equipment
orders include
his appointment.
of the "biggest and best" ever given
more than 8,000 cars and 117 locoin the metropolis had met with sucChamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy
motives. The cars are of the latest
cess.
Novel and attractive features
The Brilliant Stars of June
without exception models, steel underframe and with
family
Every
By the end of June, Mars, Venus, were to be encountered at every turn.
Saturn and Jupiter will all be morning Not the least attractive was the should keep this preparation at hand the highest capacity. The locomoduring the hot weather of the sumstars, but Foley's Honey and Tar "American
in use on
mer months. Chamberlain's
bar," where
Colic, tives are of the types now
Compound is at all times the "Star"
medicine for coughs, colds, croup and American mixed drinks were dis- Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy Is the road Santa Fe type Consolidaenwhooping cough. A cold in June is as pensed to the thirsty. Lord Lonsdale worth many times its cost when need- tion, Pacific and Mikados. The
apt to develop Into bronchitis or pneu- presided as chief barkeeper and was ed and is almost certain to be needed gine delivery will be completed soon.
before the summer Is over. It has no
monia as at. any other time, but not If assisted In
making tip tae beverages superior for the purposes for which it
Foley's TTohpv arid Tar Compound Is
the fiscal year
With the end
is intended. Buy It now. For sale by
and Red Cross by Prince Paul of Servia, Count
laken. O. G. Schaefer
'
it Is ap- distant,
three
Oelchski.
weeks
all dealers.
only
and Prince
Drug Store.
11
The
Albuquerque, N. M., June
Commercial Club of Albuquerque will
tender a banquet tonight at the AlvaHon
rado hotel, at 7:15 o'clock to
Andrieus A. Jones of Las Vegas, Newpo- Mexico, recently apiwinted to the
secre
sitino of first assistant to the
United
tary of the interior of the
This
iTnn Franklin K. Lane.
banquet is a means whereby the peo
their
ple of Albuquerque may express
appreciation of the honor done New
Mexico by the appointment of Mr.
Jones and its recognition of Mr.
Jones' eminent fitness for the position.
The banquet will he attended by a
in
galaxy of the most eminent men
and private life in fSj? &We.
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28th

All Women's Wool Suits, Silk and Wool
Dresses, Wool Coats and Trimmed Millinery

OFF

ONE-HAL- F

s

EVERYTHING
In all other departments throughout the store

OFF

ONE-THIR- D

EXCEPT

n

Nemo Corsets, Ksvyser's Silk Gloves and Hose. VVunderhose
Cacdet Hose, Interwoven Socks, o let Goods, Sunburst Silk,
Butterick Patterns and Publications. Thr ads of all kinds, all Shoes.
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parent from reports given out at the
general offices of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway in Topeka
that this road for the last twelve
months will exceed all former records in earnings. Judging from the
trend of the earnings reported in
the ten months of the year, the system will show a balance for common
dividends equal to approximately 9.6
per cent on the common, stock as compared with 8.2 per cent last year.
This smashes all earning records
for the Santa Fe. Furthermore it
places this road near the top of all
American railway systems in total
earnings and will place the financial
standing close to that of the Penn

sylvania, the New York Central and passenger agent of the Santa Fe
the Southern Pacific.
Prescott & Phoenix at Prescott, Ariz.,
until April, 1905. He was then
Henry P. Anewalt, whose appoint(assistant general! freight
ment as general freight agent of the agent of the Coast Lines or the AtAtchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast chison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with ofLines has already been announced, fice at San Francisco, Cal He rewas born January 3, 186S, at Alien-towmained in this position until June 1,
Pa. He graduated from the at which time he was promoted to
high school in Allentown in 1884, and general freight akent of the Coast
'began railway work the fol'iowlng Lines, with headquarters at Ijob Anyear as clerk and cashier in the local geles, Cal., as above noted. Air.
t's
freight office of the Atchison, Toentire railway service has been
peka & Santa Fe at Kansas City, Mo. with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
He was later successively chief clerk Fe system.
in the commercial office and contracting agent at that place, and subSubscribe for The Optic.
sequently became general freight and
Ane-wal-

-

?
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Cunningham, President.
Springer,

T. Hoskius,

E. S. Lewis.

Caehibr

Ass't. Cash

LAS VEGAS

Interest Paid On Time Deposits

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANE
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

S3O.000 00

Office With the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. Q. HAYUON
H. W. KELLY

Vice

D. T. HOSKINS

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

President
President
Treasurer
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ed means fleBh of the geese from
that is, in plain English, goose-flescaused by being afraid of the
water. Even the novelty of the excuse, it is reported, did not serve
to get the sufferer his degree.
Man Climbs 37 Flights of Sairs
Monopoly in its most horrible form
has just been discovered here, and
the question of Its right to force a
man daily to climb and descend 37
flights of stairs carrying a five gallon water bottle is soon to be fought
out in the courts. For years it has
been the custom of owners or agents
of large office buildings to dispose
of to some one company the monopoly of the right to supply tenants
with bottle ddrinking water.
Any

ULd

fear

Csd TciiercE'siIs
Those

who

suffer

from
are generally troubled Consumption
with
sweats, fever, loss of strength andnight
little or no appetite. Fresh air, good food,
and the proper care of the body are essential to a recovery, but in many cases
something else is needed. Eckman's Alterative is a medicine which has been
most successful in stopping night sweats,
reducing fever and promoting appetite,
and many who have used it, declare It
saved their lives.
Investigate what It
did In this case:
"Gentlemen : For four years I was
troubled with cough, which gradually
became worse; I bad night sweats and
pains In my chest. I was losing my ap- bad become so thin and weak
Fetite and
not attend to my household duties. A physician pronounced my case
Not being satisfied, I was
Consumption.
examined by the physicians of the Polyclinic Hospital. They also pronounced
the disease Consumption, which was
proven later by an examination of sputum, as Tuberculosis Bacilli were found.
I was ordered to a Consumptive Hospital. My nephew would not allow me other bottled water concern
attempt
to go until I had tried EckmaB's Alterative. Before I had taken the medicine
to get its product into the building
three weeks I bad marked relief, night
uwraiB ceaHeu, pnin in me nreast
ing has been rebuffed in no uncertain
coutfh became loose and easy,
fever left me and I commenced getting way.
Competitors, nevertheless, .have
well. My health became normal.
I am not
infrequently managed to supply
In excellent health now and have been
completely cured for ten years. I strongtheir customers. The opening of the
ly recommend it."
Woolworth building,
(MRS.) MARY WASSON.
however, the
Care Ed. Green, 1722 S. 17th St., Phila., Pa.
highest office building in the world,
Eckman's Alterative is effective in Bronchitis, Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
has put a new aspect on the question.
Lung Troubles, and in upbuilding the
aystem. Does not contain poisons, opiates The company operating the building
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
has given the exclusive right of suptelling of recoveries and write to Eckman
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for
For sale by all leading druggists plying water to its tenants to one
Some of the tencompany.
E. G. JIurphey and Central Drug certain

STRANGE FISH
STORY
ACCOUNT OF MOST
AUTHENTIC
FISH
UNKNOWN
PECULIAR
SINCE JONAH'S TIME
New York, June 11. The biggest
fish story of the year, if not the biggest since the days of Jonah, has just
come to light hern with the arrival of
a 20 ton inhabitant of southern waters
which will shortly be placed on exhiIt is indeed unique among
bition.
fish, for it Is unknown to science and
followers of Isaac Walton who visit
this city will soon have an opportuthis 20
nity to attempt to identify

oi
ton monster, the classification
All
Which has so far baffled science.
other stories of big catches shrink
into insignificance when compared to
that of this 40,000 pound monster,
which did not get away, and arrived
from the south on a coastwise steam- Company.
,
er. The particulars "i "
for,
which are thoroughly vouched
39- - Condemning property lor the waterway.
state that it was captured after a
but the lawyers and engineers of the
five
which
harpoons
Hour f'ght in
owners also. The city has
and 151 bullets were used. It requir property
been
thus
30
placed in the grotesque
a
towed
ed five days to kill it. It
45 position of financing the suits against
as
fast
as
sometimes
ton vatch
liocu no nc.i at. yuiuue, uj n.o
tl- - o
tir.nr Tt IB 45 ieet lOng.
to
defend those suits. Moreover there
has
It
teeth.
"has several thousand
are
damage suits pending against the
inches
three
hide
has
but
no scales,
exhibits
city for millions of dollars filed by
Other piscatorial
thick.
who suddenly discovered unowners
include
view
on
shortly to be put
water power development
many, rare specimens, which have just suspected
on their property. Altomost
possibilities
important
arrived. By far the
matter is likely to
whole
leothe
sea
and
gether
are the sea elephants
on record
Knickerbocker
Father
pards, the latter being an extremely place
victim as
as
a
almost
vicious
ate
easy
being
gamey fish and particularly
town visitors who are supof
out
the
two
these
course
Of
attacked.
when
will have to take second place to the posed to purchase gold bricks.
Strange Disease Described
nameless leviathan. Altogether the
Never in the history of an Aireri-cathis
stories
promises
year
fish
of
crop
educational institution has there
Anyone who i?
to break all records.
bo
been
such a ceremony as occurred
will
fish
new
this
able to identify
this' week at Columbia university at
joyfully hailed by local scientists.
com-Thjits one hundred and fifty-nintFather Knickerbocker is Easy
Father Knickerbocker is just, mencemeut when 2,181 students
the easiest victim on record pleted their courses and received their
when it comes to a real estate deal,, unites and diplomas..' In addition to
s
and that the condemnation proceed- "neanm.,- nil lerords this commence-ir.gthe
of
ma:
the
,ced
graduation
by which the old gentleman acment
quires land for public improvements fiist class, nine in number, from the
are a very expensive luxury are the new school of journalism with the
cf bachelor of literature.
two most important items brought 'rV
a good deal of amusement
?oi'rw
now
an
cidentally
Investigation
by
on of the acquirement of the land! was caused In connection with the
necessary to the great new water enp-- "uirement that a student to receive
ply system.' In brief they' show '"that his degree shall anion- other physic-thcity has paid in this connection al requirements satisfy the physical
Ac-$14,000,000 to acquire land worth at director of h'.s ability to swim.
liberal estimate $3,000,000. For the cording tc the story one student who
land itself the city- paid $8,500,000 or had passed in all other requirements
only about three times its worth. but had never learned to swim,
other items, it now appears, prracbed the physical director with
brought the cost up to nearly five; the explanation that he suffered from
times the real value. An additional a skin trouble which was greatly Kg
$3,000.0fi0 has been paid out in fees gravated by cold water. iThe director,
to special counsel, commissioners of it is reported, told him that if he
his
wcuid bring a certificate from
and real estate experts.
$2,500,000 represents the amount doctor certifying to this the matter
paid out in Interest on awards, for ccuh! be easily adjusted. The stuproperty taken by contract without dent returned with a statement to the
condemnation proceedings, and for in- effect that he was suffering from
aftlic-likwhich
and the carncanseiinusabmetu,
cider,! al expense?, salaries
The cost of counsel and ensi tion was greatly aggravated by cold
neering experts has been greatly in-- water. The physical director having
cerased for the city by the provision i never heard of such a disease took
of the law requiring the city to pay; clown his Latin directory and after
noi. only its own lawyers and end some hunting discovered that the
in the proceedings incidental to posing word when literally translat- g
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Uliy Of and for Ouch Agony
If is Entirely Ocasecessary thai

hnjm Suffer
Abscesses zd Qihsr

C:il:, C:rb:.:S:s,

with

Eruptifs Seres.
Every spring a host of people are the
picture of woe; they suffer the intense
agony of carbuncles, bolls, erysipelas and
other extremely painful and often dangerous abscesses. All they require is to

7ft
V

J

if
Get Your Blood Purified With S. S. S.
and You Won't be Tortured tike This.
get the stagnation out of their blood with
S. S. S.

This wonderful remedy works on the
principle of stimulating cell growth, of

enabling the Wood to quickly infuse hew"
life into the tissues, to stop decay, to
prevent the formation of those accumulations of broken down cells that rapidly
multiply into the form of carbuncles and
other eruptions.
Science cannot explain Just why certain'
elements In the blood feed the bones,
others nourish the hair roots, and so on.
And it Is this same mysterious action of
S. S. S. that attacks all diseased spots,
drives away all germs, heals all sores and
supplants the activity of disease germs
with the powerful healing action of leu-- 1
oocytes. Remarkable testimonials have
been written that prove beyond question
there is no blood disease but what can
be cured by S. B. S. And In all those
cases that were treated with mercury,
Iodides, arsenic, copper and other minerals with no permanent effect, the most
astonishing recoveries have been made
by S. S. S.
There is not a blood taint of any nature
that can remain in a system fortified by
this most wonderful remedy, for it ia
absolutely pure and contains only those
elements that the blood naturally assimilates, and which the tissues gratefully
accept. It agrees with the most delicate
stomach, even in those caseii where the
use of strong drugs has so weakened
the digestive system that medicine cannot be given. Get a $1.00 bottle of
S. S. S. at any drug store and thus be
assured of a complete cure of any eruptive blood disease. If your case ia peculiar
and you desire special advice write to
The Swift Specllo Co., Medical Dept., 127.
Swift Bids,, Atlanta, Ga.
.

ants, however, believing that they
have the right to provide themselves
with any kind of water they choose,
get it from other concerns. As a re
sult these concerns have been forbidden the use of the elevators, hence
all the water they sell to tenants In
the building has to be carried up by
the employes, while the one holding
the monopoly goes up on the elevators.
According to the court complaint, 40 tenants buy from other
concerns and every drop of the water has to be carried up from two to
37 flights of stairs. The longest trip
of the water cariers, that to the
floor, it is alleged, takes
one hour. Anyone who considers
this- an easy task has only to provide
bottle of
himself with a
water and carry it up and down his
own front stairs 37 times to be convinced of his error. The question as
to whether or not New Yorkers have
the right to decide what kind of wa
ter they choose will be watched with
considerable interest when it comes
up for trial.
Last of City Horse Cars
After many reports that New York.
claiming the most up to date trans
(a
portation system in the world
claim at which thousands of strap
hangers have scoffed) was finally to
tee the last of its antiquated horse
cars, the statement is now authoritatively made that the last of these
prehistoric vehicles is soon to vanish.
Thus will vanish the last vestige of
the first evidence of the city's rail
transportation service. To many people who frequent only the heart of
the city the fact that horse cars are
still running here will come as a surprise. As a matter of fact while New
York has a considerable horse car
system it is operated on only a few
cross streets and on a belt line run
ning along both water fronts which
are seldom visited by the majority of
the city's residents. Now, however, the
most modern storage battery cars are
to supplant the ancient vehicles, and
with their coming will vanish a number of characters well known along
the water fronts, since some of the
drivers have been bumping around the
city behind their horses for more
than a generation, and one has been
a car driver on the same run for no
less than 42 years. He has seen a
good many noted people step on and
off his car. Ti.ere was Horace Greeley, for instance, who rode every day
on the belt line, and had his arms always full of a fat, bulging pillow
with which to make softer his seat.
For the cars of those days had no
wicker or springs in their seats, but
sheer slats of wod, which jounced and
clattered with each bump on the
tracks.
thirty-ei-

ghth

five-gallo-

Substitute Could do This
No inferior substitute but only the
genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
rid J. F. Wallich, Bartlett, Neb., of his
"I was
kidney trouble. He says:
bothered with backache, and the pain
vould run up to the back of my head,
and I had spells of dizziness. I took
Foley Kidney Pills and they did the
work and I am now entirely rid of
trouble." O. G. Schaefer and
"?ed Vross Drug Store.
No

DRUGGISTS' NATIONAL HOME
'
Palmyra, Wis., June 11. The
National home, which the Na
tional Association of Drug Clerks has
established here as a home for their
rick and aged members, was formallv
dedicated today in connection with
the third annual convention of the
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SAN DIEGO EXPOSITION IS NOT
COMPETING
WITH
SAN
FRANCISCO FAIR.

San Diego, Cal., June 11. When
President Wilson sign-,-- ? the Kettner
bill extending to the San Diego exposition the same privileges and the
same authority granted to previous
expositions an I to the San Francisco
exposition, the San Diego exposition
at once assumed that rank amoug
world fairs its scope and character
had prepared for it.
Starting with a comparative modest plan in 1909, in a city at that
time of 39,000 people, the San Di2go
exposition was not taken seriously
outside the Immediate circle of thp
city's influence. Steady work of preparation, devotion of capital to the
amount of $50 per man, woman and
child in the city, and a well defined
plan for the profitable participation
of states and governments have com'
bined to place the San Diego exposition in such a position that It now
bids fair to prove as large and mo-- e
attractive than the much heralded
fair at San Francisco, which, by the
way, Is not 50 per cent as far advanced toward completion as is that
at San Diego.
Since the day ground was broK?n
in San Diego the city has more thM
doubled in population, the scope acd
character of the exposition has growa
so that no 'iess than $6,400,000 have
been set aside for its completion.
Many foreign governments as well
as many states have made arrangements to participate. The exposition
Itself is over 50 per cent complete
and hundreds of workmen are busy
with the buildings and grounds. Mo6t
of the buildings are to be permanent
structures and all are to be of Spanish Colonial architecture, one of the
most beautiful forms of all buildings.
The action just completed was not
obtained without a struggle It has
been three years since San Diego
first asked the government to take
official cognizance of her exposition
project. The opposition of persons
who have seen the error of such
opposition prevented such recognition
almost to the last, and, even in the
last few days the San Francisco exposition sciught to prevent the passage of the Kettner bill.
San Diego has never had a thought
of competing with San Francisco for
patronage at her exposition. She
has held all along that the scope and
character of the two expositions are
so entirely different that there can
While others
be no competition.
have devoted their time to attempting to dissuade and tear down the
work she is doing, San Diego has
gone steadily forward with her project until now, with the government
recognizing her exposition, placing it
on exactly the same footing with
that at San Francisco and with previous expositions, San Diego is in pO- sition to extend to exhibitors, be they
government, state, or private, more
actual benefit from participation
than, they can' possibly derive from
the San Francisco exposition.
The government w'll be represented at San Diego 'with exhibits from

feggl

a Single
Night

ByCuticura Soap

A CooS
Kitchen
and a
Contented

Treatment: On retiring, soak
the hands in hot water and
Cuticura Soap. Dry, anoint
with Cuticura Ointment, and
wear soft bandages or old loose
gloves during the night.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment Hold throughout tha
world. Liberal temple of eaoa mailed free, with
book. Addrew "Outloura," Dept. t. Boston.
men ahaw in oomfort with OutL
cura Soup Shaving SUck, 2Gg, LUtf'
nplefree.

practical'ip every bureau and department.
Many states will be represented with special buildings, especially those that offer opportunities
to settlers and investors. One of tne
greatest of exhibits will be that of
the history and process of the use
of water for agricultural and industrial purposes. Home building, farm
building, as done in the Americas,
will be shown in sections that will
give each state and country in North
and South America a chance to exhibit what it has best to offer to the
land hungry man from the east and
Europe.
With a group of beautiful buildings
set in a perfect landscape, surrounded by a wealth of trees, vines and
flowers never before seen in America, each building filled with most in
teresting exhibits of vital human interest, at the first United States port
on the Pacific north of the Panama
cana'i, authorized by the government,
San Diego's exposition Is certain to
be one of the world famous events,
and beneficial to all.
Katherine L. Norton, New Bedford,
Mass., says: "I had a terrible pain
across my back, with a burning and
scalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney
Pills as advised, with results certain
and sure. I felt toned up and invigorrecommend Foley Kidney
For backache, rheumatism,
lumbago, and all kidney and bladder
Ailments, tise Foley Kidney Pills. O.
Red Cross Drug
(i. Schaefer and
ated.
Pills."

I

Store.

WELSH

TO

BOX

VANCOUVER

IN

Vancbuver, B. C, June 11. Vancouver ring followers are to have an
opportunity to see Freddie Welsh, ti'C
English lightweight champion, in ac
tion tomorrow night. Ray Campbell
is the fighter selected to meet him
before one of the local clubs. The
two are slated to mix it up for 15
rounds.

When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
vawn a good deal of the daytime, you
can charge it to a torpid liver which
has allowed the system to get full of
imnurities. HEHBINE cures all disorders produced by an Inactive liver.

til

a clean, convenient

cook-stov-

e.

Iew election

.1

It
that organ, cleanses
the bowels and puts the system in
healthy condition. Price 50c.
Sold by Central Drug Co.

II

I

Strike a match, touch it to the wick, and you
have the right heat for cooking anything, with-

out overheating the kitchen.
No coal or wood.
No dirt or ashes.

The New Perfection is made with , 2, 3 or 4 burners
Indicator shows how much oil is in the tank.

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Cheyenne,

Pueblo,

Butte,

Sil OES
UNITED STATES, IN THE PRESENT
FISCAL YEAR, SENDS 'OUT
$20,000,000 WORTH

Washington, June 11. According
to a statement just issued by the bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, department of commerce, boots
and shoes exported from the United
States in the fiscal year which end3
with the current month will aggregate
20 million dollars In value, against
five million dollars In 1910 and less
than one million dollars in 1890. Thia
total for 1913 includes about 18 mil
EAST LAS VEGAS PROOF
lion dollars' worth of leather boots
of a million doland shoes,
Should Convince Every Optic Reader
lars' worth of slippers, and approxi
The frank statement of a neighbor,
mately two million dollars' worth of
telling true merits of a remedy.
and shoes of rubber. In addiboots
Bids you pause and believe.
to
tion
this, nearly two million dollars'
'
The same endorsement
of
worth
leather boots and shoes went
By some stranger far away
to
Rico and Hawaii. MeanPorto
Commands no belief at all.
time the importation of boots and
Here's an East Las Vegas case.
An East Las Vegas citizen testi- shoes into the United States during
the current fiscal year will amount
fies.
to about $250,000. The average vaHead and be convinced.
P. Ciddio, 506 Grand avenue, East lue per pair of leather boots and
Las Vegas, N .Mex., says: "I am as shoes exported during the fiscal year
strong in my praise of Doan'a Kidney 1912 was: Those for men's wear,
Pills today as when I publicly testi $2.11; women's $1.72; children's 78
fled to their merit two years ago. I cents; and slippers, $1.05. The averhad a great deal of trouble from my age Import price of boots and shoes
back. There was a steady dull ache Imported was about 85 cents per pair.
All the world takes American boots
through my loins and right side, and
stooping caused sharp twinges. I be and shoes. The number of countries,
lieve that my work was responsible colonies, and dependencies to which
for the trouble, as I am obliged to the exports went last year aggregatsit in a cramped position so much of ed approximately W0. Cuba Is the
the time. Prompt relief followed the largest buyer of this class of merchanuse of Doa'ns Kidney Pills, the con- dise. The value of boots and shoes
tents of one box completely curing exported to that island from the Unime."
ted States during the fiscal year 1S12,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 the latest period for which details of
Foster-MIIburcents.
Co., Buffalo, distribution to all countries are availNew York, sole agents for the United
able, was practically three million
States.
dollars out of a total of 16 million
Remember the
name Doan's
dollars' worth of leather boots and
and take no other. Adv.
shoes exported in that year. To Canada the exports in that year amount'
IOWA ELKS AT BURLINGTON
f
million dol- ed to two and
11.
June
Burlington, la.,
Delega lars; England one and
f
mil
tions of Elks, many of them accom
lion; Germany, practically one milpanied by bands, flocked Into Burlingof a
lion; Panama,
ton today from all over Ir.wa for the
the
million; France, Austria-Hungaropening of the order's annual state Philippine Islands, and the British
convention and reunion.
The city's West Indies, each about a half milis gorgeously decorated in honor
lion dollars; Argentina and Italy, each
tne vishors. Tjie program for me
of a million; and Brazil, a
gathering covers two days and pro quarter of a million dollars. To all
vides for a variety of entertainment
Europe the total was four and one-hafutures in addition totihe transaction
million dollars; to North Ameriof the regular business of the con
can, nine million; to South America,
vention.
Several cites tro engaed one and
million; to Ocea-nicin a spirited contest for rhe honor of
one
to Africa,
million;
nearly
entertaining the state convention in a quarter of a million dollars; and
1914.
to Asia, $85,170.
The wide extent of distribution is
Take Plenty of Time to Eat
shown
by the fact that the list of
There is a saying that "rapid eat
ing is slow suicide." If you have countries named by the bureau of for
formed the habit of eating too rapid eign and domestic commerce as tha
ly you are most likely suffering from destinations of the 16 million dollars'
indigestion or constipation, which worth of leather boots and shoes exwill result eventually in serioua illness unless corrected. Digestion be- ported in 1912 was, as above indigins in the mouth. Food should be cated, nearly 100, and among them
thoroughly masticated and insalivat- India, the Starits Settlements!! China,
ed. Then when you have a fullness
Korea, Slam, Belgian Kongo, Persia,
of the stomach or feel dull and stupid
after eating, take one of Chamber- Egypt; British, French, Portuguese,
lain's Tablets. Many severe cases of and Spanish Africa; and French and
stomach trouble and constipation have German island in the Pacific. In adbeen cured by the use of these tab- dition to the foregoing reports
ot
lets. They are easy to take and most
boots and shoes, in the fiscal
leather
agreeable in effect. Sold by all dealyear 1912, those of India rubber
ers.
amounted to $1,502,890, distributed to
UNIVERSITY
about 70 countries, colonies, and deCOMMENCEMENT
The largest values were
Greencastle, Ind., June 11. The pendencies.
seventy-fourtannual commencement to England, $339,713; Australia, $223,-39exercises of DePauw university were
Turkey in Europe, $14(5,602; aid
hld this morning. President George Germany, $102,220. The other counR. Grose conferred the degrees and tries named in the list included India,
Bishop Francis J. McConnell, former China, Korea, British Islands in the
president of the university, deliverel Pacific, Liberia, Egypt, Tripoli and
the address to the graduating class.
Bermuda.
The imports of leather boots anl
The splendid work of Chamberlain's shoes, which amounted to $225,197 in
Tablets Is daily becoming more wide- the fiscal year 1912, were chiefly from
No such grand remedy for
ly known.
stomach and liver troubles has ever the United Kingdom, $112,951; Turbeen known.
key in Europe, $34,929; Spain. $13.- 75; Canada, $18,099; Austria-Hungar- NEW YORK G. A. R. ENCAMPMENT ry, $12,805; China, $0,247; Germany,
Syracuse, N. y., June 11. Many $6,170; and France, $4,419.
Grand Army veterans and members
of affiliated societies are arriving in
COMMENCEMENT AT ILLINOIS
Syracuse for the annual encampment
Urbana, 111., June 11. The forty-seof the department of New York. The ond annual commencement exerdsos
encampment will be opened tomorrow of the University of Illinois were
and continued until Saturday.
in the university
nudit.ori.iin
this
morning. President E. J. James deShake Off Your Rheumatism
livered the address to the pnulmit :!,,
Now is the time to pet rid of your The
class was one, of the largest in
rheumatism. Try a twenty-fivcent
bottle of Chamberlain's Liniment and the history of the university.
see how quickly your rheumatic pains
COURT HOUSE CORNERSTONE
disappear. Sold by all dealers.
d
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V

Made possible by

meeting of tbc Canadiai and South
teams !s attracting much at
tention among the lovers of the sport
as their meeting will be the only
one of the first round, competitions
to take place in England. The match
es between the United States and
Australia was held in New York last
week and that between France and
Germany took place at Wiesbaden at
the same time. The survivors of
these preliminary matches are to
meet in the final trials at Wimbledon
about the middle of next month and
at the end of the month the winner
of the finals will contest with Great
Britain for the cup,

LARGE

one-thir-

and Ointment

m

IIHV

CANADA VS. SOUTH AFRICA
ten
London, June 11. The
nis players representing Canada and
South Africa will meet on the Queen's
club courts here tomorrow for the
first round in the preliminary matches
for the Davis cup competition. The
Africa

Drug-'-ists-

associaton.

i

Albuquerque,
Salt Lake City

Boise,

h'i

e

Shelbyvillo, Ky., June 11.
SPEAKER
in connection with the '.ayin: el
iNa.shville,
Tenn., June 11. Invired the cornerstone for the New Shelby
guests from many sections ot the county court house wete 1 hi t
y
country were present today at the in the presence ot a lai mtiO'i V ;
'
annual commencement exercises of ceremonies were in ch.'i'e
-Fisk university. The address of the mon lodge No. 5, A. F and
M . v :
day was delivered by Dr. Booker T. also officiated at the l.. 'i EOOKER

WASHINGTON

.

1

Washington, who is a member of the cornerstone for th"
board of trustees of the university.
.erected in IS II.
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fall of 1911 when work ceased, now
is holding back an immense body of
water.
not admitted
This water was
through the intake canal, but by the
in the natural reser- accumulation
from.
voir basin caused by the run-of- f
hills. A lake of
the surrounding
water a mile long, eighteen feet deep
and Beveral hundred feet across its
widest part has been formed since
Saturday night. If any person ever

entertained the slightest doubt as to
the
foasiability of the project, this
Entered at the postoffice at East demonstration should convince htm
Las Vegas, Kew Mexico, for trans- of the error of his wcys. Enough
mission through the United States water ran under the Gallinas river
mails as second class matter.
bridge at .the Bridge street crossing
today to have filled the reservoir to
SUBSCRIPTION
TERMS OF
the top,, hud, it been completed.
Dally, by Carrier
The fears tor the safety of the
5
05
Par Oopy
dam are due to the fact
One Week
that it consists of nothing more than
65
One Montn
a bank., of earth. When the strucOne Year
ture is finished it is to be reinforced
Daily, by Mail
with a heavy ifacing 'of concrete and
One Year
made as solid as a rock.
?3-0-

Blx Months

WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
I2'00

One Year
61x Months

11.00

(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip-

IN

PRECIPITATION
1AY

WAS

SCANTY
OF THE
LESS THAN
NORMAL RAINFALL OCCURRED LAST MONTH.
ONE-THIR-

Santa Fe, N. M., June 11. The
month of May, 1913, was a very dry
month in New Mexico, with temperature slightly above the normal. There
was a general and rather large excess in temperature over the northern counties, and in the higher districts of the central counties, but,
generally, the southern counties averaged below normal. The deficiency
exceeded two decrees a day in the
extreme southwest, and in parts of
the lower Rio Grande valley. On
NEUTRALITY VIOLATIONS.
other hand, the excess in temper-- '
Los Angeles, Cal., June 11 Sev- ature averaged three degrees a day
northern Union county, and two
eral indictments charging violation
of the neutrality laws were reported decrees a day over much of the north
by the federal grand Jury which com- of the state.
Warm periods occurred from the
pleted an investigation of the smuggling of aeroplanes across the Inter- 6th to 13th, and 17th to the close

tions.)
national border to help Mexican
Remit by draft, check or money or. rebels in Sonora. The names of those
Uer.
If sent otherwise we "will not indicted were not made public.
be responsible for loss..
Didier Masson, the French aviator,
Specimen copies free on
was taken into custody when one of
the flying machines was captured by
federal agents near Tucson. He was
The
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT released and went to Mexico.
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
captured aeroplane later disappeared
and the aviator used it in an abortive
PAID FOR
effort to drop bombs on the Mexican
Advertisers are guaranteed the warship'CjUerrero in Guaymas harbor.
Officials here communicated today
largest dally and weekly circulation
oi any newspaper in northern New with agents in Tucson in expetation
Mexico.
that some of those indicted would
be found on the American side of the
TELEPHONES
border.
Main I
BUSINESS OFFICE
Main 9
NEWS DEPARTMENT
STRIKE OF ROAD GA.NG.
Salt Lake City,- U., June 11. Two
thousand laborers employed in con
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 11, 1913.
structing a ' detour around Soldier
Summit, on the Denver & Rio Grande
A PH A.CTICAL
DEMONSTRATION
railroad, between' Helper and Tucker,
Utah, are idle today as the result of
The elements during the past two a strike of 1,200 of their number lastr
for an Increase in pay and
days have given a demonstration as night
working and living conditions.
to the practicability of the irrigation
is being conducted by an
project upon the Las Vegas land The strike
the Industrial Workers
for
com
f
nut
organizer
grant. The dam,
rld
pleted and lying as it was left in the of
-

bet-tie-

:. one-hal-

of the month, while brief coo'i peri- ods occurred from the 1st to 4th or
and 14th to 16th. The 24th to
26th were the warmest days of the
while the 4th was generally
the coldest
The precipitation of the month av- of
eragedlow, only about
the norma!, but the state was much
drier in 1896 and 1S99, averaging
only .07 and .11 inch respectively.
of
During) the month about
the stice received no precipitation
or but a trace, while' northeast coun
ties averaged almost
of an inch. These counties, however,
show the greatest deficiency in pre
cipitation for the month is usually
a shower period, whereas western
counties are generally dry. Three
rather we'll defined shower periods
occurred from the Rio Grande valley
eastward; the first, from the 7th to
10th; tha second, from 'he 23rd to
28th, and the third, on the
Scattered showers also occiured on
oiher daUs. A few of ;ae highest
of
mountain stations repoit t
sm'wfuli mostly with the cold of the
one-thir- d

one-thir- d

three-fourth-

s

30th-31s-

t.

4th,

The sunshine of the month aver--

the-Wo-

aged above normal; there were 19
clear days, 10 partly cloudy and only
two cloudy days. At Santa Fe there
was 82 per cent of the total possible
sunshine, and at Roswell 79 per cent.
The humidity of the month was low;
at the Agricultural college tbe average, was 30 per cent, ai Roswell 45
per cent, and at Snta Fe 32 per
cent. The winds of the month were
rather high, especially over the
northern counties. At Santa Fe the
average hourly velocity was 9.7 miles,
while at Roswell it averaged only G.3
Gales of 40 nines per hour
miles.
or greater did not occur, however.,
and the highest recorded velocity for
the month was from the southwest.
Temperature.
The mean temperature for the
state, as determined from the records
of 8S stations having a mean altitude
of about 5,000 feet, was 60.9 degrees,
or .8 degree above the normal, and

'

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
ll. Wheat
Chicago, June
of the stock
because
sharply
market recovery. There was a gen-

above

degrees

May,

"Do it
Electrically

914.

mm

de-th-

save your temper during
the coming hot months. You can iron where coolest
and most convenient by attaching the plug to the near
AN

IRON will

ELECTRIC

n

'

t

'

not necessary to maintain a hot fire or to tramp back
and forth to change your irons. One iron does all the
work it heats quickly and stays hot as long as desired.
Electricity heats the face of the iron only it does not
heat the handle or you.

II

S Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

K

movement lacked vigor. Speculation
became hesitating once the demand
showed signs of swinging off, and the
whole list gave way. Support became
moderately easier after prices had returned to the neighborhood of yesterday's close, but the market was sensitive and fluctuated in rather a
nervous fashion.
Liquidation continued in certain low priced stocks.
Bonds were irregular.
With prices evincing a determined
inclination to go up and bears hesitating to sell, owing to the indications of support, speculation became
deadlocked. The list ruled about yesterday's final figures, but advances
were mostly fractional.
The market closed weak. Unload
ing of large blocks of Canadian Pacific sent down the prices with a rush

1-- 3
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Per Cent....off

u

on all Women's

--

Great Reductions
in all
Departments

Coats, Suits, Dresses

p
r
Q
We start this wonderful stock
The spring has been long and cold, people have not laid in their usual summer supplies.
full of beautiful merchandise. Right now. we offer unbroken stocks that must be sold
reducing sale with shelves and cases situation and
looking over our goods
at unheard of prices. In sizing up the
i

WE FIND WE ARE OVERSTOCKED

Don't miss this splendid opportunity to save money. You need the
i
to come tip to 'the well known Bacharacli standard
:
.

W

Jsts 5t

lYKislin

Underweevr

Reduced

An event in which workmanship and style, coupled with low prices
combine to make this a notable offering of good values. There is much to
attract in the style and the workmanship of the dresses in this special

!
'",

Chiffon, Summer Silk, Lingerie
Embroidered Voile Waists in a vari-

num- ety of materials and in a prolific
ber of distinctive styles. You cannot
appreciate how fine an opportunity
awaits you in this important offering
unless you see them. They all go at

I-

broideries that will arpeal to the
most fastidious taste. This Is a timely suggestion to June brides. We'll
be glad to show them and they go at

-

OF QUALITY"

Every article offered for sale

Trimmed
Millinery
latest

I

.

Distinctive

styles created by artistic milliners every hat different.
Imagine, please, gracefully shaped
white chip hats with lovely bows of
misty white malines some with ribbon or plume trimmings. Our hats
will blend charmingly with any dress
or coat you may desire.
Very

Take your choice.

We are showing beautiful Gowns,
Petticoats, Corset Covers, Combination Suits, Drawers and Chemise In
materials trimmed' In laces and em-

:

"1;

...r!t

;

Sale of Summer Dresses for
Misses Lnd Girls
Stock Reducing Sale.

and '

need the money,

f i
vJS.

Snow White

Less Thxn
Wholesale
Prices

goods-- we

E. Las Vegas

.

n.m:

"3.

,

Boys Clothes at
Big Reductions

From Former
Prices

Point to remember about Bachar-aoh'- s
clothes for boys is, that whilst
our prices are the same or lower than
any other prices, the workmanship
and style are far superior. This is
our standard claim on your consideration but we supplement it during
this sale with an offering of all our
boys' suits at
'

U
11

210, compared with 217 at the
opening. The effect of demoralization in this stock spread through the
list and there was a slump in all
quarters. Union Pacific sold at 137
and Steel at 48, both new low
prices, and other important issues sold
to a point under yesterday's
from
close, with business expanding greatly on the break. In the bond market
some large declines occurred. Norfolk
and Western fours fell to 8. The last
sales were as follows:
62
Amalgamated Copper
105
Sugar
93
Atchison
..151
Reading
89
Southern pacific
138
Union Pacific
50
United States Steel
102
United States Steel, pfd
to

mwTf'MtmminmmmBaBMXKaL

,lHMJimHmM

33
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IRON IN COOL COMFORT

The

1912.

-J 3

"

eral belief that offerings were being
absorbed bv a croui) of leading houses
Need of soaking rains northwest attracted increasing attention. The
cent to
higher.
opening was
July started at 90 to 90, a gain of
to
and rose to
,
Doubtful crop prospects in South
Dakota and adjoining states helped
make corn firm. July, which opened
higher at 5Syt to
unchanged to
59.
to
ascended
58, were
Oats
easy at the outset.. The
market promptly reversed and ranged
upward with wheat and corn. July,
started the same as last night to V
off at 38y4 to 38, but rose to 38

Higher prices for hogs lifted provisions. First sales were 5 to 10 cents
as
highest monthly mean temperature dearer with September options
was 72.8 degrees atHobbs, eastern follows: Pork, $20 to $20.05; lard
The
e
$11.1011.12y2; ribs $11.42.
Eddy county, and the lowest 45.6
as
follows;
were
The
at
E'.izabethtowu.
highest
quotations
closing
grees
Wheat, July 91 V2; September 90;
temperature recorded was 105 de-if
the
and
on
Hobbs
93.
December
at
20th,
the
grees
lowest 10 degrees a. Mizabethtown
September 60;
Corn, July 59y2;
The ereatest December 57.
011 the 9th and 10th;
local monthly range of temperature
Oats: July 3S; September 38;
was 78 degrees at Cliff, and the least December 38.
42 degrees at Cloudcroft, while the
Pork, July $20.67'2; Sept. $20.07.
.greatest local daily range of tern-5tLard, July $11; Sept. $11.10; Oct.
perafure was 64 degrees at Wil'.ard $11.02.
on the 6th of the month. ..The
Sept. $11.43
Ribs, July $11.80;
trict averages were as fololws: No. Oct. $11.12.
No. 8
7 (northeast) 61.5
degrees;
61.5
and
Rio
Grande)
degrees;
(Pecos
BOOSTING FOR FRISCO.
No. 9, 58.4 degrees,
Ghent, Belgium, June 11. At the
Precipitation.
closing meeting today of the tenth
The average precipitation tor tne International Congress of Agriculture
state, as determined from the rec- the American delegate, Dr Alfred C.
ords of 1",0 stations, was .33 inch, or True, of Washington, proposed that
.55 below the normal and .64 inch
the next congress in 1915 should be
1912. The
greatest held at San Francisco.
below
May
monthly amount was 1.90 Inches at
the railroad station at Tucumcari,
while none occurred at 16 stations,
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
mostly in the southern and western
New York, June 11. A more cheerThe greatest amount in ful tone characterized
coiinties.
today's trading
any 24 hours was 1.4 inches at Kop-pu- on the stock market, and compared
down20th-27ta
on the
with yesterday's violent movements,
fall. There was an average of two
market was narrow and calm. The
the
days with .01 Inch or greater prerise was influenced by the
opening
were
cipitator The district averages
of American stocks in Lonadvance
as follows; No. 7, .69 inch; No. 8, .19
don.
No.
.14
inch.
inch ;
9,
Commission house buying, covering
CHARLES E. LINNEY,
shorts and speculative purchases
of
Section Director.
for the long accouant stimulted the
list for a time, but the demand was
not well sustained, and the upward
Subscribe for The Optic.
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ATTENTION ELKS.
trial Workers of the World; E. L.
nag Day will be observed by Las
Filigree, secretary of the Lowell
Vegas Lodge, No. 40S, B. P. o. Elks
branch, and Mrs. E. L. Pingree.
c
.
Thomas J. Halliday, national secre- at the Elks' home ou Saturday even;
o'clock.
7:30
at
All
June
14,
ing,
InRUNAWAY WIFE tary of the textile branch of the
and the general public are cordustrial Workers of the World, who Elks
Tedro Delgado came m 'last night
You need Need!es and a Banking Account daily. "A Slich ia Time Saves Nine." A
Folinvited to be present.
dially
came here from Boston today to take
from Raton foi' a few days' business
rea
the Falg Day program
Dollar DEPOSITED NOW Might Save Hundreds TOMORROW
of the leaders' who had been lowing
visit in this city.
WEBER
LOUI3
OF CANADIAN, the place
I!
ception and dance will be given in
with
was
locked
in
last
A.
up,
arrested, charged
nighi.
W.
Fanning canie
2
Your
of Brother A. A. Jones, a memTEX., FINDS SPOUSE HERE
honor
from El Paso for a few days' busiviolating a town ordinance. He was ber of this lodge, who lias received
.
WITH C. W. HUBBARD
4
Yovir
released on bond. An autopsy on the
ness visit in Las Vegas.
The entertainhonor.
jjiatioilal
P. V. Clarke is again a. business
UL
ment committee is making elaborate
AT
Claiming that C. W. Hubbard haa
he will be on busvnu was mu;u
for Santa
event.
this
.for
taken his wifo from his home tWOlult;
plans
tne l,olice guarding the Ipswich ho- iness place at Albuquerque.
WILLIAM K. Sl'IlIN'GEI!,
years ago, Louis Weber of' Canadian,.'olof.r v.m'11 flw.wl
innh cli n vicl
nrwin
Dr. C. S. Lose j left this afternoon
"
or
"lc
""""
"""
asked
'";-afternoon
Acting Exalted Ruler.
Texas, yesterday
for Santa Fe here he will be on busi- the lnmi nfficei-- that the man be ar that she died' from a bullet wound In DAVID W. COXXDON. Secretarp.
$111,000.00
heati.
additional
tlie
of
The
arrival
ness for thf. comin? few days.
Tvcirmnt was issued, and
rnto.i
E. D. Frock, a commercial traveler,
police todpy appeared to intensify ire
M. S. Hosentack came in 'last night
see
EE522sE
Hubbar uuiid Mrs. Weber were ar-- j
COO idle workers.
the
During
is in Las Vegas from Colorado
among
from
Santa Fe for a short business
in the city jail.
and
rested
placed
the forenoon five arrests were made. visit in Las Vegas.
Springs for a few days' business visit.
When brought before Judge D. U.
Rev. J. L.'Lnihof returned last night
The
mill, under police guard, continuthis morning Hubbard pleaded in operation with about 200
from Roswell where he uas been for Murray
feelSIMPLE LIFE FOR THE YOUNG
.TODAY'S BASEBALL
the past week on important business. ed guilty, and Weber, evidently
he
that
stated
for
Hubbard,
J. V. Grant, a well known business ing sorry
Children Are to Be
Washington
which amounted
MOST
YOUR MONEY
man of El Paso, came in last night would pay the fine,
Brought Up Amid the Strictest
back
wife
National League
his
take
would
for a short business visit in Las to $25, and
Surroundings.
SENIORS DEFEATED
Pittsburgh, June 11.
home.
Vegas.
. N.N in'.N 11 18 0
not
would
Hubbard agreed that he
"Washington children ,at least those Pittsburgh
Mrs. D. Robinson left this after3 9 2
lothe
members
of
the
BY
are
and
Brooklyn
farther
THE
whose
mothers
STUDENTS
the
couple
noon for her home at Raton after molest
Batteries: Stack, Kling, Kent and
cal branch of the National CongreBS
the
From
story
was
case
dropped.
for
having been a visitor in La3 Vegas
of Mothers, are preparing to return to O'MIIler; Fischer, OToole and Gib
received this morning Mr. and Mrs.
the past month. 9
the social 'simple life.' The rules son.
OPENING GAME OF THE Y. M.
W. C. Beall, representing a type- Weber were residents of Canadian, and
were adopted at a meeting In which
FURA.
LEAGUE
BOXBALL
the housekeepers' alliance also partici
writer firm of Albuquerque, came in had been maried for about nine years
New York at Chicago; clear.
NISHES EXCITEMENT.
pated, and, in part, contain the follast evening for a few days' business vrhpn TTiibbard entered upoti'! the
a
Philadelphia at Cincinnati; clear.
of
commands:
the
are
They''
parents
lowing
scene.
visit in Las Vegas.
Y. M.
our
ran
at
Boston at St. Louis; clear.
Enthusiasm
the
in
entertainments
all
high
"That
or
age.
t n. nmican. reDresentative for boy, who is now eight years
C. A. last night when the first game homes, including dances, stop at 12
sevSt.
of
Canadian
for
in
Hubbard resided
the Wyeth Hardware company
of the boxball tournament was begun. midnight, or earlier, and that it be so
American League
Jefierson Raycolds, President.
Joseph, Mo., was a business visitor eral weeks and during that time be The
the Stu- announced on the cards of invitation.
were
teams
at
New
clear.
competing
Vice
Chicago
York;
E,
President.
B.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
Weber.
to
Mrs.
In Las Vegas today.
Rynold,
came greatly attached
"That the 'nameless' dances, not
dents and the Seniors. The Seniors
Detroit at Washington; clear.
S.
B.
forbidden
Vice
be
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
President
but
II. G. Williams, a well known cattle They arranged to meet in Trinidad
be
Davlg,
discouraged,
Students bested over 100 only
Cleveland at Boston; clear.
in our homes and to our children.
man of Estancla, came In last night which they did about two years ago. had the
St. Louis at Philadelphia; clear.
pins at the end of the second g'ame,
"When objectionable dancing is
from that place for a few days' busi- They were not married.
when
the Students rallied and In a commenced, that the music cease at
and
asro
Hubbard
ness visit In Las Vegas.
months
Several
finisn nosed out a victory once. The orchestra leader may anAmerican Association
D. T. Hoskins left this afternoon Mrs. Weber came to Las Vegas, Hub- garrison
nounce that he has been so instruct20
of
pins.
Toledo at Louisville; clear.
for Omaha where he will be on busi- bard being employed by the interna"Scotty" Smith starred for the ed.
Indianapolis at Columbus; clear.
ness for a few days and later go to' tional Correspondence schools as a
"That simplicity and modesty In
Seniors.
Scotty puts lots of "Eng
weeks'
Minneapolis at Kansas City; clear
Nasix
a
for
our
stay.
on
nuorthwest
girls.
the
distinguish
representative. They resided
lish" in his bowling and this no doubt dress
St. Paul at Milwaukee; clear.
we teach our sons that smok"That
Miss Elizabeth Coors, accompanied tional avenue and during their resiaccounts for his high score of 193
an
entertainment
planned
afduring
this
a
ing
left
by her brother, Lawrence,
dence here became the pareilts of
and his high average of 170. Lind for their pleasure is a discourtesy to
Western League.
ternoon for Denver where they will son, it is said.
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
berg carried off the honors for the the hostess and her other guests.
Wichita, June 11.
incoln, 6;
of
visit their sister, Mrs. Robert Banks,
end
to
the
our
disappearance
"That we instruct
boys
Weber, since
Student with a score of 178.
Wichita, 3,
for a few weeks.
his wife, has continually been search
Next Saturday night the Santa Fe a social call at ten or 10:30 o'clock.
themalso
members
Mrs. Joe Elledge left this afternoon
"The
pledged
the
couple
located
men and the Business men will play
ing for her. He
Lincoln at Wichita; clear.
Capital, $100,000 SdrpluSi and Undivided Profits $35,000
for Los Angeles, Calif., where she in Las Vegas about three weeks ago their game. The tournament will run selves to frown on Sunday entertainfrom having parSt. Joseph at Omaha; clear.
will visit Mrs. John L. Zimmerman, while in Missouri and came here at for one month, every Tuesday and ments and to refrain
ties for their children on school
Des Moines at Sioux City; clear.
formerly of this city, for a few weeks once. Arriving in Las Vegas last Saturday nights. Following is the nights."
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and AcTopeka at Denver; cloudy.
where
to
Venice, Calif.,
and later go
he at once began his hunt and score for last night:
night
she will be joined by Mr. Elledge next had a warrant itsued for the elopers'
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
Seniors.
CHAPEL IN SHIP'S MAGAZINE
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL..
month.
Third
Second
First
arrest.
144
171
J. W. Barker, representative for
170
couple Tellier
Chief Coles located the
8urrounded by High Explosive SailNational League.
and
142
one of the largest cotton carpet
17.V
on Time Deposits
193
Interest
-.
G
Smith
everting.
ors of Warship Received
o'clock yesterday
about
At
Cincinnati
3;
Philadelphia,
curtain goods companies of the Mrs. Weber, it is understood, promised Brown
109
.
144
110
Bible Lessons.
Cincinnati, 2.
155
United States, was a business visitor to be a faithful wife in the future.
145
147
Swal'iow - -- At Pittsburgh - Pittsburgh, 8 ;
been
aboard
had
RosenMr.
Reader
at
the
After
time
110
120
12S
today
for a short
Hendin to
he
went
weeks
a
few
Brooklyn, 7.
the Nebraska
thal Furniture company, which han
and said he want
officer
executive
At Chicago Chicago, 3; New York,
the
that
this
morning
was
of
discovered
dles his line
360
goods.
771
It
739
ed a place where he could conduct a
.
J. D. Hand and A. Facheo of Los 30 feet of the west wall of the MaTotal, 2,102.
Bible class for about 25 men, a place
Louis
vAt
St.
St.
Tlicht.
lfist.
YaA
8; Boston,
fallen
Louis,
i.
Alamos came in yesterday evening SOIUC ucjiiclci
'
Students.
where they would be sure not to be 7.
1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
Herald.
for a few days' business visit in Las Whether the wa'il was knocked down
Third
First Second
disturbed, says the Christian
ot
mornthe
as
.result
this
elec
fell
Mr. Hand stated
17
175
The officer ordered one of the
-- 148
Vegas.
by lightning or
American League.
is Lindberg
119 tricians to take him around the snip;
153
Condon .
ing in regard to the heavy rains that the deterioration of the mortar,
of
inch
At
know
Philadelphia, 10;
every
Philadelphia
electricians
the
full
all
are
the lakes on his property
119
not known. It has been suegested Stewart
98
sides and mast space. Eighteen St. Louis, 4.
deck,
1.C?
to the capacity and that there is that the work was done by a ghost. White 143
-- 131
feet below the water line they found
At Washington Washington, 3;
lfi.'.
a probability of an overflow In case
169
161
LeNoir
an ammunition passageway, well light Detroit, 0.
more
rain.
of
ed and artificially ventilated.
J. B. Harris of Albuquerque came
At New York Chicago, 5; New
773
759
650
Two tons of gun cotton floated in
Superintendent F. L. Myers of the
business
few
a
for
days'
1.
in
last
night
York,
tons
Fe
Santa
New Mexico division of the
tanks just forward of the spot;
Total, 2,182.
visit in Las Vegas.
At Roston Boston, 7; Cleveland, 3.
exmost
the
deadly
afternoon
of
D,"
this
Smith
left
"Explosive
company,
score,
Railway
Highest Individual
plosive known, were piled up in mag
for Trinidad and other places in that
193.
Western League.
azines on either side; casks o de
Mr.
division.
of
Myers
the
section
Highest individual average,. Smith,. tonating caps were piled in the com
At
Denver
Denver, 10; Topeka, 9.
KILLED
will investigate all the tracks of his WOMAN IS
170.
partment just aft. And here Reader
Wichita
At
Lincoln, 6; Wichita, 1.
account
of
on
company north of here
and the sailors sat and studied the
St.
Omaha
At
Joseph, 4 ; Omaha, 3.
from 14
the heavy rains.
Bible. The number grew
IN STRIKE RIOT
Des Moines, 11;
Sioux
At
City
was
came
In
to 31. The average attendance
George Hile of Watrous
BOYS ARE
BOTH
4.
Sioux
City,
28. Some men were converted down
Telephone'or call and we will have our demonyesterday evening from his home at
ia
class
the
of
member
One
there.
that place and was a business visitor IPSWICH, MASS., SCENE OF A
show you
now preparing for the ministry.
here for a Bhort time. Mr. Hile statAT
BLOODY BATTLE CAUSED IN
HARD
CLUBS
OF
STANDING
ed the rain that has been visiting
THE I. W. W.
Evolution in the Making.
Las Vegas has also been heavy near
Las Vegas Aotomohlla & Machine Co
t
You hear a lot of talk about college
Nattonai League
Watrous, and the tracks of the Santa
being unnecessary to success in life,
Mass, June 11. Three In- NEWMAN AND SHAFFER, ESTABIpswich,
Won Lost Pet.
Club
Fe Railway company In that locality, dustrial Workers !of the World leadElizabeth Towne writes In the Nautll
Whalen, & Fowler Props
Phjne Main 344,
.707
12
29
LISHED IN TRAINING QUARPhiladelphia
mean
in
life
success
us.
If
you
it Is feared, wil'i he washed out.
by
were
held
a
today
woman,
one
.558
FANS.
24
19
ers,
TERS, ENTERTAIN
I will agree that New York
mere money-makinMr. and Mrs. N. F. Lesuer and son
.548
23
without bail ,on the charge of murder
19
the young man who goes into business Brooklyn
drove in last night in a Bulck autostrike riot
of
.521
last
school
out
23
a
last
as
Newman
night's
result
worked
Louis
-- 25
the
when
he
grammar
quits
Chicago
mobile from Albuquerque on their
.489
24
23
at the silk- mills in which a woman night at his training quarters on the may reach the height of his earning Pittsburgh
way to eastern points. They made
in life. But he will St. Louis
E9
other
.458
his
power
seven
younger
26
22
persons
side.
went
He
was
and
West
killed
through
the trip with great difficulty, as the
You
.395
26
of rope not continue to rise beyond that.
17
Sixteen other per- usual tactics, 'consisting
.
Boston
injured.
seriously
are
from
In
badly
roads
his
Alhuquerque
know that the less a man has
.554
31
17
with rioting or assault jumping, boxing, punching the baj
washed by heavy rains. They will sons charged
head the more he must depend upon Cincinnati
and
strenuousand other
American League.
exercises,
remain1 in Las Vegas until weather were required to furnish bonds.
his physical energy. Physical energy
Won Lost Pet.
The
Club
Is on the wane after 40 or 45.
Those, held for murder are Nathan ended up his evening's entertainment
conditions are such that travel is
.787
37
10
of the Indus- - by boxing a few rounds. Louis show- man of 65 who has to' depend upon his Philadelphia .
an
organizer
Hermann,
f,rfe
.594
15
34
ed his old time class and was even physical energy to earn his living is Cleveland .542
22
26
faster than when he worked out here certain tdi find himself In very poor Washington .
man1 who has
.529
24
27
before for his fight with Bud Boyd. circumstances. The
will .at the age Chicago 24
22
,478
He showed his science aiid cleverly of sixty-fiv4
Boston
find .himself managing
32
.385
Many to live without depending too much Detroit .
-- 5 2i
outpointed all his trainers.
.364
35
20
'local fans are strong for Newman, upon his Dhysical energy.
That Is St. Louis
and he looked good to them last one reason why life grows more beau New Yprk L
4. 33,239
'
RoiiKcI
,
night. Kid Shaffer worked out yes- tiful every year to the man who Is
Western League
Bnedu
the
the
H
while
t.
1
in
educated,
Ust
&dst.5&t
.
v
ivfH
terday afternoon at his quarters
1
and
.708
14
31
the Walsen block, two doors J'est cated man grows less beautiful"reachDenver
has
after
he
lees
interesting
r
.620
19
of iQUbbcaf e.3Th e A"leynp Voy
:
zenith of his physical pow St Jostpiif: 1 53.$
.553
21
showed class and "the training was ers at
the age of about forty or forty- Lincoln .
.540
23
27
attended by a large number of fans. five.
Omaha .490
25
24
Shaffer has a wonderful build, his
Des Moines
.438
27
21
shoulders
far
and
r
chest
larger
'
Theater.
being
Open-AiSioux
City
"How do you I
l
"I make them I
s.
.396
29
19
most
Newman
outdooi
beautiful
muscled
and better
than
One of the
ahntll ax uait da.
make such deli- Topeka
Mine
.250
36
the fans theaters in the world is being built at Wichita .
with his make-up- ,
--.12
only I use KC Baking Powder.
cioul muffins? Mine are always so dry.
. .
j
Naturally,
And If I make the batter thin they fall.
always turn out well, so it must be tht
once are impressed with the idea Camp" John Hay near Baguio in the
at
"
How do $ou do It?"
baking powder.
In
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
that he wi'il be slow on his feet, but Philippines. It is constructed
house of the
the
near
natural
grotto
re
clever
TftiTiRas Citv. June 11. Hogs,
It is the baking powder. To make muffins, cake9 and pastry rich not so. Shaffer is wonderfully
:
. .
commanding general, and the ground
5
has
and
cents
in
double
and
work
both
foot
modern
a
Market
higher.
baking
14,000.
acting
boxing
and moist, yet light' and feathery,
has been terraced and sodded, - the ceipts
of
the terraces
more than the usual amount
powder must be used one that will give off leavening gas in the
being already abloom with Bulk $8.538.63; heavy $8.558.S0;
science of the game. He is a hard roses, though the beautiful stone packers and butchers $8.60S.fi5;
oven as well a3 in the mixing bowl..
worker and thinks not only of him- walls which are being constructed by liKlits $8.658.7.1; piss $7. 25?. 75.
self when boxing, but works for the Igorots by their original and artistic
Cattle, receipts 5,000. Prime feci
methods are not yet finished. Boxes
entertainment of the fans.
beef :
dressed
steers $S.258.85:
are
this fight," and cozy corners to constructed in steers
"There will be no 'if
steers
western
$7.238.23;
not
disturb nature
and the such a way as tnearer
said Shaffer. "I'll win
. looks
southern steers $3. 75(5 S;
and the whole
$rS;25;
K J is really a blend of two baking powders, one of which fans may place their easily
in
confidence
nature might have wrought it cows $4.507.75;' heifers $S.508.:.0;
starts to raise, as soon as moisture is added. The
though
me." Shaffer is plucky and wi'il work in an anthropomorphic mood. It will
other is inactive until heat is applied. This sustains
stackers and feeders $fi.50S; bulls
hard to win his batt'ie, r.s the win- hold 2,000 spectators, and 'the stage is
is
done.
cake
or
calves $910. 50.
the raise until your muffins, biscuits
of this fight means, to him many laree enoueh for a- - chorus or for $68.25;
ning
Sheep, receipts 9.C0O. Market steaK C Baking Powder costs less than the old
more 'battles with good men. The Shakespeare's P'ays. The cost
I
the
it. I fashioned quick acting kinds, yet you need use no tickets still continue
of
more
work
D. L.
except dy. Lamba $68; yearlings $5 6.50;
to sell fast, as trifling, for
I
erected by the Igorots wethers $4.506; ewes $45.25;
1
walls
more and it is superior to them in every way.
the
stone
'
there are now but six days left until
has beoa done by prison labor.
stackers and feeders $3."3ffi5.
the fight is to be staged.
"Try a can at our'rUi fcmd be convinced.
at
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"Tell Me the Secret"
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trip tickets will be on sale

daily; commericin

31

June

to Sep

iember 30, 1913, good to return

up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.

(Pueblo
$11.90
Fare lor round trip Colo. Sp'gs $13.70
(Denver,
$16.60

f

W Baking Powder

t- -

,

Tickets are first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final
limit. For fares, to other points, pleaso
call at ticket office.
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Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional

few

me

remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a running sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness Is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to Its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out Of ten nrfi caused bv Co.- tarrh, which is nothing hut an inflam- ea condition or the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by RATES
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
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LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WANT

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2. A. F. & L. o. O. MOUSE Meets
secoud e
A. M.
Regular com'ourtii
Thursda
evening mm
munication first and
nr.mn b .
Q W Hall
vtfion
third Thursday in
brothers cordially Invited. Howard
aach month. Yisltlna
T. Davis, Dictator; J. ThornhilL
.
:
:
Jt.ll- decretui y
vlted. Wm. P. Mills,
FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVER
W. M., H. S .fan Patten, Secretary. J E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO.
Mt
TISEMENTS
I. O. of B. a. Meets
first
every
.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of th month In the
vesirj
Sold by Druggists, 73c.
Five cents per line each ineertlofi.
room of Temple Montefiore at
KNIGHTS TEMPLAB
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
Oiular conclave sec d Tues- - o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers ar
pation.
No ad to occupy let apaca than two
" day In each month at Ma cordially invited
V?
Isaac Appel
lines. Ai! advert Is mtntt
charged
sonic Temple, at 7:30 9. m. G.
President: Charle Greenclay. 8e
TAX PAYMENTS
will be booked at space actually
Chaa. Tamme,
Klnkel, E.
retary.
Notice is hereby given that any without
regard to number of word
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will Cash In advance
preferred.
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
1
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
Meets every Monday evening al
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
AL ARCH MA8ON8 Regilar con-their hall on Sixth street. All visit
to a penalty of five per centum.
vocation first Monday In
lng brethren cordially Invited to at
Further notice is hereby given, that
each month at Masonlo
tend. F. D. Fries, N. O.; Gu
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
V. G.;
T. M. Elwood
m.
H.
7:30
at
Lehman,
Temple
p.
published, of the public sale of all
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Karl
Treasurer.
Wertz,
Secretary;
taxes
D,
which
upon
A.
of
property
C. V. Hedncock, cemetery trustee.
Blood, Secretary.
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
for such sale, and such property up
PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
on which taxes of 1912 are then delin
8. Meats first and third Fridays
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
MAIN
OPTICS
NUMBER.
quent, will ba sold as required by the
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonlo Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
session Laws of 1913.
Mrs. J. O. Rutledfe. Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourth
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
1913.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Telephone Main 329.
EUGENIO ROMERO, '
WANTED
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Dep
Second hand wood cook
Treasurer and
Collector, San
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
uty. Visiting members are espestove for Y. M. C. A. camp. Phone FRATERNAL
Miguel County, N. M.
102 Mes every Monday night at
cially welcome and cordially InvitPhil H. LeNoir, Y. M. C. A.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglab avenue.at
ed.
NOTICE.
8 o'clock.
are
WANTED
Visiting
Middle
Spanish.
aged
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
speaking woman with good refer
ATTOKNKYb'
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
J. T. Buhlor secretary;
president;
ences as companion.
Shu
Inquire
lakes, which are the two northern'
C.
H.
treasurer.
Bally,
mate's Studio.
HUNKER & HUNKEH
most of th group of Kroenig's lakes
George H. Hunker CheBter A.
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
B
O.
P.
ELKS Meets second and
WANTED Two good
rarm hands.
Attorney-at-Laperson will be allowed o hunt or
fourth Tuesday evening of each
S. B. Rohrer, 1004 Eighth St.
Apply
New M MC
Las
Vegas.
fish upon this property except mem
month Elks home on Ninth stree
bers of the club, and all persons gc-iand Douglas avenue. Visiting brott-ersarthere must be prepared to show
DENTISTS
cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
a membership card in this organizaJ. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Contion. Otherwise they will be arrest- FOR SALE
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTUt
don, Secretary.
Household furniture, al
ed for trespassing.
Crockett Building.
most new. Phone Main 186.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
Mais m
COUN-CIOffice Telephone
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
AND FISHING CLUB.
Mala Hi
NO. 804. Meets second and House Telephone
FOR SALE Family horse, carriage
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
and harness, office furniture, stoves
OR. F. 8. HUXMANN
Pioneer building.
Visiting memand wool press. Apply to Harold
Invited'. Richard
are
Dentist
bers
cordially
1037
Conn,
Las
Eighth street. East
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
F. S.
of any description
Q.
Dental
work
Frank
K.;
Angel,
Device,
Vegas.
AMD
moderate prices.
SIGN PAINTING
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
EL
Room
Center Block. Tel. Main !
100 BUFF ROCK
baby chicks, $12;
East Las Vegas, N. M.
KNIGHTS OF PY
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stev
N.
429 GRAND AVE.
ens, Humbo'idt, Kan.
THIAS Meets ev
ery Monday even Professional Health Culture for Ladln
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
FOR SALE 50 Choice K. C. Rhode
lng In Castle Hall
General Massage, Hair and Scan
Island Red hens. Phone Main 454.
Visiting
Knighti t
LOCAL TIME CARD
tre cordially lnvit Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel.
FOR SALE Improved irrigated farm
fed.
Chaa Llebach
1:30 p, m. to 3:30 p. ns
Office
hour3
EAST BOUND
of 40 acres, 20 acres in oats, 20
Chancellor
ner,
acres
in
a'ifalfa
with
abundance
Arm
of
Commander. Harrj
Bepar
2
water. Linden Duthie, Box 5, ry Martin, Keeper of Records ano
No.
:1E p
p m
Subscribe for The Optic.
4
N'o
11:05 p. m
11:05 B.
Onava, N. M.
Seal.
? 05 a. m
N'o
2:10 a.
FOR SALE At public auction in
No in
1:45 p. m
2:1 1.
front of City Hall Saturday at 10
WEST BOUND
No
1:20 p. m
1:48 p.
o'clock, one bay horse branded on
left hip G. A. G. Ben Coles.
6: 10 a. m
No
6:15 a.
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
7 ... 4:20 p. m
No
4:30 p.
1913
No.
fi:35 p. m
Model motorcycles
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice.
7:00 p. a FOR SALE
and motor boats at bargain prices,
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
all makes, brand new machines, on
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
easy payment pln. Get our propo200
1000
to
40c
each
is m
lbs,
per 100 lbs
delivery
sition before buying or you will re50
200
to
each
50c
lbs,
per 10C lbs
delivery
in used motor
gret It, also
.11
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Wanted!

Did you ever stop to think
of the deep significance of the

above

oft-repeat- ed

s

hM

v

It is estimated that more
than 95 per cent of the popu-

ng

For Sato

the United States
that can read are newspaper
lation

of

readers.

HERMAN

O.

Not so vtry long ago "I
see by the papers" referred
merely to some news happen-

ing, but today the expression
is just as likely to indicate
store news, advertising news,
the arrival of some choice
merchandise, some change in
style, a new idea in apparel,
or any one of a hundred inter-estin- g

and constantly changing bits of information which
crowd the pages of the reliable
daily papers like

.

.

.

.

CRYSTAL ICE

.
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For YOU!
I

bargains
cycles. Write us today. Enclose
stamp for reply. Address Lock Box
11, Trenton, Mich.

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
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FOR

EMPRESS

I

I
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It s giving you

Made
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There is, indeed, much
worth while thsxt oneft
may "see by the papers
if he will but study the advertising podges.
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by GER-

MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON -- -- IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

x

A

SILVER
FRENCH-GRE-

Y

921

two
room
jnirnisnea
Lincoln avenue.

luuiNT xnree sunny rooms
suitable for light housekeeping. Inquire 623 Twelfth street.

RENT No
seekers need apply. Call
Kitchen.

ROOMS
;

I

FOR
511

FOR

RENT

Modern

health
White

I

1

nil
ii

i

I
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EMPRESS

5 tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,
50 lbs.,

20c
25c
30c

per
per
per
40c per
50c per

100
100
100
100
100

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

AGUA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE

sj

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

furnished flat.

Ninth street.

ANT Ads
Are Best

FOR ItENT Nicely furnished room,
modern house, furnace heat. No
health seekers. 1043 Fifth street.
A substitute medicine is never for
the benefit of the buyer. Never be
persuaded to buy anything but Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
and colds, for children or for grown
persons. It is prompt and effective
It comes in a yellow package, with
beehive on carton. It contains no
opiates. Take no substitute for Fo
ley's Honey and Tar Compound. O
G. Schaefer and
Red Cross
Drug
Store.

(STER-

LING) FINISH

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES

Miss

tuti

a present for doing something
you 'd do hny
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS
is.

bedrcom.
508 Main Avenue.

KUi-N-

house.

FLOUR rcalfy

1 2W
Son

wti

Front

RENT

Richley.

FLOUR

The Opti

1200

For Rent

-- if you use

j

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Main 227

Can't Ksen It Secret
Stinsrs or bites of Insects that art:
followed by swellings, pain or itching
should be xroated promptly, as they
are poisonous. BALLARD'S
SNOW
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
is both antiseptic and healing. Price
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold
by Central Drug Co.

Market Finders
Classified add. search out the people to whc.m among all
who MIGHT BT tho particular thing If worth most.

those

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST .o sohj
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would nevr bear
your property unless

it were advertised

v

here

Others, who read and answer ads. In this newspaper want ujm
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machlav- and furniture, article of usefulness of- - nv gort, and musical sv
struments.
As the classified ada, are read bj all possible buyers, of all
slble sorts of thligs, they have come to be finders of the best
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Sunday beds. Then tie saw father's
and anus stiffened al
famine, body, with legs number-four
ways, and the
of reatrap stil
gripped on broken boneu. Off carat
of eduhis fur cap.
cates.
,
Mother stood,
beside th(
Mother was worse than silent. There
was something about her that scared komatik.
me more than anything outdoors.
"Factor," says she, "I've come tc
In
the morning her eye kep' following me pay his debt."
as If to say, "Go find your father."
"Nay, it's the Sabbath, ma'am, YeT.
Surely It was up to me, and if I pay no debts till Monday. Come it
wasn't big enough to drive the huskies and have some tea ye 'uir thing."
"You starved his soul to death, and
or pack father's gun, I thought I could
now I've brought his body to square
manage afoot to tote his
ax. She beckoned me to her and his debts. .Will you leave that here
kissed me just once in ten years, and till Monday?"
I was quick through the door, out of
Mr. McTavish looked at her, ther
reach, lest she should see me mighty whispered to me. "B'y," said he, "we
near cryin'.
must make her cry or she'll be raving
It was all very well ehowing off mad. Greet, woman, greet. By God
father just hugged me, telling me to brave before mother, but when I
got I'll make ye greet!"
shut up. I axed him if Tommy was outside, any excuse would have been
He marched up and down the side
going to get froze, too. Then father enough for going back. I wished I'd walk, and through the Bkirl of, guile
told me that Tommy was going away left the matches
behind, but I hadn't in a storm? swept a tune that made
to where the milk came out of a cow. 1 wished the snow
would be too soft. the meat Bhake on my bones.
You just shove the can opener Into but it was hard as.
Once mother shrieked out,
sand. I wished I
the cow so and the milk pours out, wasn't a coward, and the bush didn't to make him stop, but he went ontrying
pacwhole candy pails of milk. And there'
look so wolfy, and what if I met up ing in front of her, to and fro, with
vegi tables, which ia green things to with the Eskimo devil! Oh, I was his eyes on her all the time,
peering
eat. First time you swell up and
surely the scaredest lil' boy, and dead straight through her, and all the grief
pretty nigh bust, but you soon get certain I'd get lost. Then I went on of all the world In the skirl and wail,
used to greens. Tommy Is going to because I was
She
going, and there was fa- and that hopeless awful tune.
Civill Zation. It's months and months ther's trail blazed on
Bake-appl- e
covered her face with her hands, trypast
off, and when you get there, the Marsh.
The way was as plain as ing to hold while the great sobs shook
people is so awful mean they'd let a streets, and the sun
shining warm as her, and she reeled like a tree in a
stranger starve to death without so he looked over into the
gale, until she fell on her knees, unvalley.
much as "Come In." The men wear
Then I saw a man's mitt, an old til she threw herself on the corpse,
pants right down to their heels, and buckskin mitt sticking up out of the and cried, and cried.
as to the women
snow. Father had
his mitt,
Mother comes in and looks at father, and without that hisdropped
CHAPTER II.
hand would be
so ho for,ts to sty about the women froze.
When I found him, how glad
at Civili Zution, but other times he'd he'd be to
The Happy Ship.
get it!
tell, oh, lota of stories.
He said it
But when I tried to pick It up, it
Cap'n Mose of the Zedekiah W.
was worse for the likes of us than was
heavy. Then it came away, and Baggs 'e was a Sunday Christian. All
New Jerusalem.
there was father's hand sticking up. up along 'e'd wear a silk hat, the only
I reckon Tommy died, and Joan, too,
one on the Labrador. Yes. Sundays
It was dead.
and mother would get gaunt and dry,
Of course I know I'd ought to have 'e'd be ashore talkin' predestination
rocking herself. "The Lord gave,'" dug down
through the snow, but I an' grace out of a book 'e kep' in 'is
she'd say, "'and the Lord hath taken,
didn't. I ran for all I was worth. berth, but never a word about fish or
away; blessed be the name of the Then I
got out of breath and oome the state of the ice. Mother'd been
Lord.' "
raised to a belief in Christians, so
back shamed.
There was only Pete and me left,
when Mose dropped in at her shack,
It
wasn't
of
love
for
I
No.
father.
and father wagging his pipe acrost the
admirin' how she cooked, she'd be
hated
to
touch
I
that
and
when
hand,
stove at mother. "They'll die, ma'am,"
did I was sick. Still that was better pleased all up the back, and have him
I heard him say, and she
sniffed.
just
in to dinner.
He'd kiss me,
"If I hadn't taken 'em out doors they'd than being scared to touch. It's not right
talkin' soft about little children. Yes.
so
bad
when
dare.
you
be dead now, ma'am."
I dug, with a snow-shofor a shovel. That's how 'e got me away to sea ae
She called him an Injun. She called
on a sealin' voyage, without payhim I dunno what she didu't call him. There was the buckskin shirt smelling boy
me any wages.
I'd been asleep, and when I woke uj good, and the long fringes I'd used ing
Mother never knew what Cap'n
she was cooking breakfast while she to tickle his nose with then I found
,
and Suncalled him a lot more things she must his face. I just couldn't bear that, but Mose was like on
have forgot to say. But he carried turned my back and dug until I came day didn't happen aboard of the Zedetrap he kiah. I remember hidin' away at the
me In his arms out through the little to the great, big, number-fou- r
low door, and it was stabbing cold used for wolf and beaver. He must back of Ole Oleson's bunk, axing God
have stepped without seeing it under please to turn me into an animal. Any
with a blaze of northern lights.
the snow, and it broke his leg. Then sort would do, because I seen men
He tucked me up warm on the
he hitched up the huskies, and he'd tried to drag himself back home. kind to animals. You know an animal
It was when I stood up to get mostly consists of a pure heart, and
mushed, way up the tickle, and breath
and cool off that I first seen the four legs, which le a great advantage.
through the soft bush buow, and at
Queer world though, if all our preyers
sunup we made his winter tilt on Torn-ga- k wolf, setting peaceful, waggln' his tail. was
granted.
Creek. We put in the winter First I thought he was one of our
own huskies, but when he didn't know
Belay thar. A man sets out to tell
there, furring, and every time he his name
I saw for sure he must be adventures, and if his victims don't
came home from the round of traps,
he'd sell me all the pelts. I was sure- the wolf who lived up Two Mile Crick. find some excuse for getting absent,
He'd got poor inspecting father's busi- he owes them all the happiness he's
ly proud when he took me hunting fur
and partridges. I was with him to ness instead of minding his own. got. It's mean to hand out sorrow to
the fishing, in the fall we'd hunt, all That's why he was called the Inspec- persons bearing their full share alwinter we'd 'trap till it was time for tor. It wae March, too, the moon of ready. So we proceeds to the night
Of course I threw my ax when I ran from the Zedekiah, and
the sealing, and only two or three famine.
times in a year we'd be back to and missed. His hungry smile's still joined the Happy Ship.
thar behind a bush, and me wonderWe lay In the big ice pack off Cape
mother.
Then I'd see Pete, too, who'd got ing whether his business is with me Breton. The Zedekiah was old, just
or father. That's why I stepped on paint an' punk, and she did surely
pink, with a spitting cough. He want- the snow-shoeand went right past groan to the thrust of the pack. I was
ed to play with me, but I wouldn't. I
he
where
not
to get my too scared to sleep, so I went up on
was,
I
just couldn't. hated to be anywheres ax. Yee, It was me hedaring
wanted to see-f-irst, deck.
near him.
but of course I wasn't going to
I'd alius watched for a chance to
"Didn't I tell yez?" father would
animal into thinking run away, and thar was Jim, the
encourage
any
at
Pete
I
"Didn't
point
coughing.
he'd scared a man. Why, he'd scarce or-watch,
warn yez?"
squatting on the bitts
have let father even see his tracks for dead asleep. He used to be that
But mother set her mouth in a thin
way
fear they'd be trapped or shot. So 1 when nobody chased him.
line.
walked slow and proud, leadln' him
I
seen the lights of the
"Pete," said she, "is saved."
off from father at least I played that, schooner a
couple of miles to windNext time we come mother v.as all
wishing all the time that mother's lil' ward. '
alone.
Igrabbed,
(sealing gaff and
" 'The Lord gave,' " she says " 'and boy was to home. After a while I slid dowTTon'the'ice.
down a lopped stick where
First, as the pans rocked ur.der me,
the Lord hath taken away; blessed grabbed
father'd blazed, not as fierce as an I was scary, next I warmed,
be the name of the Lord,' but it's getgettin'
ax, but enough to make me more or venturesome, until I came near slidting kind of monotonous."
less respected.
ing into the wet, and after that I'd,
She hadn't much to say then, she
The Inspector was bigger than me, look before I lep'.
didn't seem to care, but was just
'n
stronger
any man, swifter 'n any
You know how the grinding piles
horse. I tell yer the maned white wolf an
edge around each pan, of broken
is wiser'n most people, and but for
splinters? That edge shone white
eating his cubs, he's nature's gentle- agin the black of the water, all the
man.
guide I had. But times the squalls of
The trouble was not him hunting, wind was likes
scythes edged with
but me scared. Why, if he'd wanted sleet, so I was blinded,
waiting, freezme, one flash, one bite, and I'm break- ing until a lull came, and I'd
get on.
fast. It was just curiosity made him It was broad
day, and I reckon each
so close behind like a stealthy ghost.
step weighed a ton before I made
When I'd turn to show fight, he'd seem that Bchooner.
to apologize, and then I'd go on whitA gray man, fat, with a chin whistling a hymn.
"Come
ker, lifted me in overside.
Thar he was cached right ahead
far?" says he, and I turned round to
the deadfall, for a front view, if I'd show him the Zedekiah. She wasn't
known. But I thrashed with my stick there.
She was gone foundered.
in a panic, hitting his snout, so he
So that's how I came aboard of the
yelped. Then he lost his temper. He'd Happy
Ship, just like a lil' lost dog,
exa "sorry,
with no room in my skin for more'n
pression on him. I ran at him, tripped bones and famine. Captain Smith
ou a stump, let out a yell, and ho lep'
used to say he'd signed me on as famstraight at my throat.
he paid me honest
And in the middle of that came i ily ghost; but
fed me honest grub, while as
wages,
gunshot, a bullet grazed my arm, and to clothes and bed, I was snug as a
went on whining. Another shot, and
He taught me reading
the Inspector ran. Then I was rub little rabbit.
There Was Father's Hand Sticking bing whar the bullet hurt, sort of and writing, and punctuation with his
belt, sums, hand, reef, and steer, cateUp.
sulky, too, with a grievance, when I
chism, knots and splices, sewing, sque-genumb. He wrapped her up warm on was suddenly grabbed and nigh smothrule of the road, eoojie moojie,
the komatik, with just a sack of ered In mother's arms. She'd come psalms of David, constitution of the
with
team
hUBkies
the
of
followin'
me;
clothes, her Bible, and the album of
United States, and playing the tromphotos from Nova Scotia, yes, and the she'd been gunning, too, and I sure bone, with three pills and a good lickhad
a
mighty close call.
china dogs she carried in her arms.
nights. Mother's
She'd no tears left for father, sjo ing regular Saturday
Father broke the trail ahead, I took
little boy began to set up and take noI
when
sobbin'
went
we
got
and
we
when
through
the gee pole,
day cams,
tice.
made the winter tilt. There mother to the body, and loaded it in the koThe five years In the Pawtucket all
home.
matik
I
for
Thar's things don't
kep' house just as she would at heme,
from Montreal to Colon, from
along,
so clean we was almost scared to step like to tell you.
It wasn't a nice trip exactly, with banjos plunking in them portales of
indoors.
Vera Cruz, to bugles crying revally in
It was along in March or maybe the Inspector superintending around. Quebec, and the oyster
boats asleep
When
we
to
back
we
the tilt,
got
April that father was away in coarse
by Old Point Comfort, and the Gloucesweather,, making the round of his daresn't take out the huskies, or un- ter fleet
home past Sable,
or even stop for grub. We had
traps. He didn't come back. There'd load,
and dagos basking on Havana quays.
to
drive
and
mother
me,
on,
straight
hurria
been a blizzard,
Suck oranges In the dinghy under the
cane, blowing out a lane of bare down the tickle, past our old empty moonlight, waiting to help the old man
all
night.
ground round the back of the cabin, home, then up the Bacalieu
The sun was just clear of the ice aboard when he's drunk, If ever he
while the big drift piled higher and
when we made the Post, and we saw went ashore without me, iy be like
packed harder, until the comb of it a
before the
little ball jerk up die flag halyards, a lost dog, and he drunk
.
grew out above our roof like a sea
But away
then
break to a great red flag with sun was over the
breaker, froze ' so you could walk on
together it wasn't master and
but
the overhang. And just between dark the letters H. B. C. It means Here just father and son. He'd evenboy,
named
and duckiBh father's husky team came Before Christ.
The air was full of a big noise, like me after himself, and that's why my
back without him.
name's Smith.
the
skirl of
I don't reckon I was more'n ten or
screaming in a
I digremember which port
s
was
there
Mr.
McTavish
on
eleven years old, but you see, this gale, and
up the St. Lawrence where we
Labrador is kind of serious with us. the sidewalk, marching with his bag- loaded lumbtr
for the Gulf o' Mexico,
pipes to wake the folk out of their but
the captain and me was away fish

and makes

even kids act
easy, and there's
freezing, blackleg, all sorts
sons against laziness. It sort
sible.

respon-

Go

iron-hard-
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PART ONE
CHAPTER

I.

On the Labrador.
Dictated by Mr. Jesse Smith.
Don't you write anything down, yet,
'cause I ain't ready.
If I wrote this yarn myself, I'd make
It good and red from tip to tip, claws
out, teeth bare, fur crawling with emotions. It wouldn't be dull, no, or evidence.

But then it's to please you, and

that's what

I'm for.
So I proceeds to stroke the fur
smooth, lay the paws down soft, fold
up the smile, and purr. A sort of
truthfulness steals over me. Goin' to
be dull, too.
No, I dunno how to begin. If this
yarn was a rope, I'd coil It down before I began to pay out You lays the
end, so, and flemish down, ring by ring
until the bight's coiled, smooth, ready
to flake off as It runs. I delayed a
lynching once to do just that, and relieve the patient's mind. It all went
oft so well!

When we kids were good, mother
she used to own we came of pedigree
stock; but when we're bad, seems we
took after father. You see mother's
folk was the elect, sort of born saved.
They allowed there'd be room in
Heaven for one hundred and forty-fou- r
thousand just persons, mostly from
Nova Scotia, but when they took to
sorting the neighbors, they'd get exclusive.
Anyway, mother's folk as a tribe, Is
millionaires in grace and pretty well
fixed in Nova Scotia. Then she's found
out, secretly married among the gcats.
Her name's scratched out of the family Bible, with a strong hint to the
Lord to scratch her entry from the
Book of Life. She's married a sailor-mabefore the mast, a Llveyere from
(the Labrador, a man without a dollar,
euspected of being Episcopalian.
In them days the Labrador ain't
laid out exactly to suit mother. She's
used to luxury coal In the lean-to- ,
tatles in the cellar, cows in the barn,
barter store round the corner, mails,
church, school, and a Jail right handy,
so she can enjoy the ungodly getting
of their just deserts. But in our time
the Labrador was just God's country,
all rocks, ice, and sea, to put the fear
into proud hearts no need of teachers. It kills off the weaklings no
need of doctors. A school to raise
men no need of preachers. The law
was. "work or starve" no place for
lawyers. It's police, and court, and
hangman all complete, fire and hail,
snow and vapors, wind and storm fulfilling His word.
'"father's Iiome was jBs:
an overturned
schooner, turfed in, and he was surely
proud of having a bigger place than
any other Llveyere on the coast. There
was the hold overhead for stowing
winter fish, and" room down-stair- s
for
the family, the team of seven husky
doge, and even a cord or two of firewood. We kids used to play at
up In the hold, when the
winter storms were tearing the tops
off the hills, and the Eskimo devil
howled blue shrieks outside. The huskies makes wolf songs all about the
fewness of fish, and we'd hear mother
give father a piece of her mind. That's
about the firet I remember, but all
what mother thought about poor father took years and years to say.
I used to be kind of sorry for father.
You see he worked the bones through
his hide, furring all winter and fish
ing summers, and what he earned he'd
get in truck from the company. All
us Liveyeres owed to the Hudson Bay,
but father worked hardest and he
owed most, hundreds and hundreds of
Bkins. The company trusted him.
There wasn't a man on the coast
more trusted than he was, with mother to feed, and six kids, besides seven
huskies, and father's aunt, Theasa-lonika widow with four children
and a tumor, living down to Last
Hope beyond the Rocks.
There was secrete about father, and
If mother ever found out! Yow see,
he looked like a white man, curly
yaller hair same as me, and he was
fearful strong. But in his inside
don't ever tell! he was partly small
boy same's me, and the other half of
him don't ever let on! was mountaineer Injun. I seen his three brothers, the finest fellers you ever yes,
s
Scotch
and mother never
..

half-breed-

knew.

Thar's me on father's knee, with
my nose In his buckskin shirt, and
even to this day the wood smoke in
camp brings back the wuff, whereas
summers his boots smelt fishy. What
happened first or afterwards is all
mixed up, but there's the smoke smell
and sister Maggie lying in the bunk,
all white and froze.
There's fish smell, and Polly who
used to wallop me with a slipper
And yet t
lying white and froze.
knew she couldn't get froze In summer.
Then there's smoke smell, and big
Tommy, bigger nor father, throwing
up blood. I said he'd catch it from
mother for messing the floor, but

Mother had come from the Labrador to find me, old gray mother. She
put on her round horn spectacles tc
smile at the mate aft, and the second
mate forward, the or'nary seamau
painting in the name board, and Bill
in his bos'n's chair
down the
rigging, and the bumboat laundress
who'd been tearing the old man's
shirt-frontShe just sat happy at the
sight of the Pawnticket, and she sure
ly admired everything, from Old Glory
to Blue Peter until our nigger cook
came and spilled slops overside
Seems he'd had news of the lady, and
came to grin' but was back In his gal
ley, like a rabbit to his borrow, while
she marched up the gangway. "Can't
abide dirt," says mother, and even the
new boy heard not a word else 'cepl
the splash. For mother just escorted
that nigger right through the galley
out at the other end, over the port
rail, and boosted him into the bhio
harbor, for the first and only batb
he'd ever had. Then she took off hei
horn spectacles, her old bucksklr
gloves, and her bonnet, and sot to
cleaning a galley which hadn't beer
washed since the days of Presideni
Lincoln. She hadn't time to listen tc
the wet nigger or the mate, and narrj
a man on board could get more thar
She
yea or nay out of mother.
cooked them a supper too good to be
eaten and spoilt, then set the dishef
to rights, got the lamp
and
axed to be shown round the ship.
The cap'n and me comes back along
with the dinghy, makes fast, anc!
climbs aboard. There's old gray moth
er, with the horn specs, calm in hei
own kitchen, just tellin' us to set right
down to supper. Cap'n lives aft, and
belongs up forrard, being ordinary
seaman, and less important aboard
than the old man's pig. Yet somehow
mother knew, feeding us bq:h in the
galley, and standing by while we fed
Never a word, but mother had a light
ing.
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along smelling salvage. Happens he'
one of them felucca-rigge- d
dago swine
out of Invicta, Texas. His chargei
was quite moderate, too, for a breakei
of water and some fancy grub unti
we seen the bill.
I never knew till then that our ol(
man was owner. Of course that's al
right, only he'd run astern with hit
insurance. That's why he'd stay witl
the ship, so it's no good talking. A
to mother, she come aboard the fe
luccy, Bhlp's cat In her arms, and t
sort of cold, dumb,
sort of smile. She
bore up brave until she struck the
number-on-e
smell in the dago's cabin
"It's too much," she says, handing me
the cat, "too much. I'm going baci
to drown clean."
But I was to stay with our sailors
aboard the dago, to fetch Invicta quick,
and bring a tug. Dad trusted me
even to play the coward and quit him
I dread to think back on the passage
of four days to the port of Invicta.
Now in them days I was fifteen, and
considered homely. The mouth I gol
would be large for a dog, smile six
and
Thar ashore at
Invicta, I'd still look sort of cheerful,
so all them tug skippers took me foi
a joke. It was four days and three
Dights since I'd slept, so I suppose I'd
look funny wanting to hire a tug.
I showed power of attorney, wrote
in indelible pencil or dad's old dicky
cravat, but the tugs expected cash,
and the agents went back on me.
Nothin' doing Saturday nights at
the office, tug crews all ashore, but
the port will get a move on Monday.
Trust grown men to know more'n a
mere boy. The glass is down the gulls
is flying inland, thar's weather brewing. I seen in my mind the sprays
lash over the wreck.
It was dark when I went to the
wharves with Captain McGaw to see
the Pluribus TJnum. He'd show me a
lug cheap at ten thousand cash
stores all complete, steam up, engineer
on the premises, though he'd stepped
ashore for a drink. Cute cabin he'd
got on the bridge, cunning little glory-hol- e
forrard. Why, everything: was
real handy, so that I only had to bat
him behind the ear with a belaying-pin- ,
and he dropped right down the
fore hatch. All I wanted now was a
navigating officer I could trust
Which brings me to Mr. McMillan,
our own second mate, buying a dozen
fried oysters in a card box with a wire
handle, all for twenty-fiv- e
cents,
though the girl seemed expecting a
kiss.
"Hello, Frankie," says I, slapping
him on the back. A foremast hand
can make his officer act real dignified
with less. "Say, Mac!
D'ye know
what Greed done?" I grabbed his
oysters. "Creed, he choke puppy,"
says I, and in my mind I seen the
gulls wheel around the wrecS, where
something's lying huddled. "Come on,
puppy!" says I, waving Frankie down
the street with them oysters, so all
the truffle pauses to admire, and our
second officer Is running good. More
things I said, escorting him maybe a
mile aboard of the Pluribus Cnum.
And there I ate them oysters while
he was being coarse and rude, but all
the time I seen the wreck heave sick
and sodden on the swell of the gulf,
the circling gulls, and how they drove
down, pecking at a huddle of torn
clothes beside the wheel.
Up thar on the tug's masthead I was
owning to being in the. wrong, while
Frankie Mac was promising faithful
to tear my hide off over my ears when
three-quarter-

week-days-

anch-

j

aboard!" and I heard the' mate yell
"You mean, all overboard!"
as the ship lurched him. Aa' the;
Couldn't see much at first, as I wai gulls
j
busy getting mother out of the
Cap'n McGaw was pleadljj' with mil
drowned cabin.
When I'd passed t then Mr. McMillan. They swore they'd
halyard round her and the stump oi take me to the wreck for notlilul
the mizzen, I'd just breathing time they'd give their Bible oath, they'd
The sea was flattened, white undei sign agreements. McGaw had a wifi
black sky, and what was left of us and family ashore. McMillan was
iq
was mostly blowing about,
love.
Dad was just taking command again
I turned off the bilge-valv-e
lnjectionj
of what remained. No use shoutin? opened the fore hatch, and set
thenj
so
he hung on and beckoned two to work. They was quite tame
either,
The masts overside were battering and that night I slept only to wak
holeB in us, until we cut adrift. Ther
up screechin' at the. things I seen, iij
to the pumps, but that was sort ol dreams.
ex officio just to keep us warm. Work
Seven days we searched for th
in's wanner than waiting.
wreck before we gave up and quit, at
we couldn't sink least the captains did. Then nighj
Being timber-ladewhich was convenient. But, as mothei came down black
overhead, with th
said, there wasn't any grub on the swell all phosphorescent. I alius thinU
and
we couldn't go down-stair- s
roof,
of mother in a light sea under a blacli
For Instance, we wanted a drink ol sky, like it was that night, when ou
water.
tug run into the wreck by accident.
Well, now, we been three days re
I jumped first on board. The pool
freshing our parched mouths with beei hulk lay flush with the swell, liftiiis
stories, when a fishing vessel comei and falling just enough to roll the thin

Boosted Him Into the Blue Harbor.
for Captain Smith's cigar, and her
eyes looking hungry at me for fear
she'd be sent ashore.
"Well, ma'am," says the captain,
"sent your baggage aft? Oh, we'll
soon get your baggage aboard."
Then I heard him on deck seeing
mother's dunnage Into the spfere berth
aft, and the nigger's turkey thrown
out on the wharf.
Sort of strange to me remembering
mother, gaunt, bitter-hard- ,
always in
the right, with lots to say. And here
was little mother sobbing her heart
out on the breast of my jersey. Just
the same mother changed. Said she
was fed up with the Labrador, coming
away to see the world, meet folks, and
have a good time; but would I be
ashamed of having her with me at

sea?

Shamed?

the

All

ways down

to

Joe Beef's clear to Rimouskl you'll
hear that yarn today, of how the old
sea custom of winning a berth in fair
fight was practiced by a lady, aboard
of the Pawnticket.
You've heard of ship's husbands,
but we'd the first ship's mother. And
the way she crep' In was surely insidious. Good word that. She's got to
be (faeen, and the schooner's a sea
palace, when we suddenly discovered
she only signed as cook.
Now we're asleep at eleven knots
on a beam wind, and Key West wide
on the starboard bow, the same being
in the second
when I'm Invited aft. There's the old man setting
In the captain's palace, there's mother
at the head of the table sewing, and
Bhe asks me to sit in the mate's seat
as If I was chief officer Instead of
master's dog.
"Son," says she queer, little, soft I'm caught.
"Please, sir," says I, "it ain't so
chuckle, "son. You'll never gusss."
I was sort of sulky at having riddles much the Oysters worries me.
It's
this yer" Cap'n McGaw I done emput.
Then the old man gets red to the bezzled. Cayn't call it kidnaped 'cause
He slaps hisself on lie's ever sixty, but I stuneed him
gills, giggling.
his fat knee and wriggles. Then he illegal with a belaylng-pln- ,
and I
up and kisses mother with a big hears him groaning times when you
smack right on the lips.
stops to pant."
But Frankie Mac wouldn't belirv- "Can't guess?" says mother.
"I'm the old man," he giggles, "she's one word until he went down in th ;
the old woman." Then he reached out fore peak to Inquire, while I applied
his paw. "Put her there, son!" says the hatch, and battened down.
So you see I'd got a tug, and the
he; "what's yer name, boy?"
He'd a hand like a bear trap. crew aboard, so the next thing was to
"Smith!" I squealed. "Smith!"
take in the hawsers, shove off, and let
"Fast," says he. "Fill yourself a her drift on the ebb.
It's a caution to see how many taps
goblet of that 'ere sherry wine, with
some sugar. Drink, you cub, to Cap- and things besets an engine-room- ,
all
tain and Mrs. Smith. Now off with of 'em heaps efficient. The first thing
I handled proved up plenty steam, for
ye, and pass the bottle forrard."
Next day, or next week, or maybe my left arm was pink and blisters for
the Monday following, the ship's got a a week. Next I found a tap called
headache, with the sky sitting down bilge-valvinjection, which lets in the
on the mastheads, the sea like oil, the sea when you wants to sink the ship.
sheets slapping the shadows on the I turned him full, and went to sit on
deck, where the tar boils, and our feet the fore hatch while I sucked my arm,
is like overdone toast.
and had a chat with the crew.
The sky's like copper edged with
They was talkative, and battering
sheet lightning, then there's scud in at the hatch with an ax, so I'd hardly
a hurry overhead, the horizon folding a word in edgeways. Then they got
cloud to til scared we'd blow up before
we
in, and a funnel-shapesouthard wrapping up the sky. There's drowned. Alius in my mind I'd see
no air, and I noticed the binnacle them gulls squawkln' around
thr
alight, so It must have been nigh dark wreck, and mother fighting thorn.
under tfcat funnel cloud. Just s It That heaped thing by the wheel wae
struck, some one called out "All dad, for I Been the whites of bis eye
dog-watc- h

e

d

green water, all bright specks, acroB(!
and across the deck. Mother wat
there, her bare arm reaching out, he
left hand lifting her skirt, her fad
looking up, dreaming as she turnec
and turned, and swayed, in a slon
dance. It's what they calls a waltq
and seems, as I stood watching, 14
almost see the music swaying her ai
she wove circles, water of stars poun
ing over her bare feet. Seems thougll
the music stopped, and she cam
straight to me. Speaks like a lit
small girl. "Oh, mummy," she sayq
and draws her hands apart soi
just as if she was showing a long rib
bon, "watered silk," she mutters;
"only nine cents a yard. Oh, mayn't
I, mayn't I, mummy?"
And there was dad, with all thaj
water of stars, washing across and
across him.
,

(To be Continued Tomorrow)
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GAVE

"TIP" THAT WON

Incident Caused Britisi)
Public to Believe Gladstone Was
a Race Track Follower.

Humorous

The "Father of the English Turf.1

Mr. George Hodgman, has
at the ripe old age of eighty-nine-

.

just

died
Ba

sides his enthusiasm for sport the da
ceased gentleman was noted for hit
resemblance to the late Mr. Gladstone)
ana this likeness was once made the
occasion of a practical joke, which
had the amusing sequel of winning foi
the G. O. M. the reputation of having
an inside knowledge of the doings oi
the English turf. Mr. Hodgman at the
time was traveling in Scotland, and
when passing through Edinburgh his
friends for fun passed round the wori
at Waverly Statioa that Mr. Gladstone
was in the train. At first incredulous,
the crowd flocked, round Mr. Hodg
man's carriage, and then, misled per
haps by the dim light, concluded that
the sportsman really was the statesman, and cheered and shouted for a
speech. Just as the train moved out
Mr. Hodgman, urged by his friends
thrust his head cut of the window)
waved his hand, and shouted gaily?
"Thank you, gentlemen!
will win the Cesarewitch!" And as it
British publlcj
did, the sport-lovinwho were not enlightened as to hc
they were duped till some time laterj
concluded that Gladstone was a tip
ster well worth following, and eat
teemed him accordingly. '
g

Rode Into River to Death.
The suicide of a cyclist who delib
erately rode at 15 miles aa hout
down a concrete slope into th4
Thames at Putney, England, waa dot
scribed at an inquest at Wandsworth;
recently. The victim was Solomon
Friedlander, aged nineteen. He had
been suffering from consumption. Laid
on a recent Sunday night a maa
walking along the towpath at PutneJ
saw Friedlander riding into the riven
A policeman named Ladds waded int4
the water up to his neck with a pol
and afterwards swam out to nearlj
midstream, but without finding: th
man, whose body was not discovered
until next morning. In a pocketboolj
found in the possession of Friedlaiu
der there was written "Approaching
the end."

Contradictory Terms.

An American visitor to Cambridge!
England, 6ought explanation of soinq
unfamiliar terms, which a genial Don
was delighted to elucidate. " 'Fu'.j
terra,'" he explained, "Is three-quaters of a term, and the 'May weekj
is the first fortnight In June. A day!
of general admission is the day on
which men leave the university, an
ordinary degree is one conferred by
a special exam., and an Inspector oi
art is one who has been an arts etvi
n

dent for at least six years."
The Yankee passed a hand across
his weary brow.
"And will they," he queried, "put
me in the London train if I ask for q
ticket to Cambridge?"

Reciprocation.
"Jemima," said Mr. Hangem to his!
wife, as he entered the houfc with a
huge package lu hia arma, "you rw,
member last week when you secured
such a wonderful bargain in shirts fU
69 cents, and neckties at three for n
quarter, for me?"
"Yes, John," replied Mrs. Haiwm,
"Well, dont thluk I didn't appreciate your thouEiitfulness. See, I bavn
bought something for you. 1 noliwl
w
some beautiful green a id
dress material in a shop winilov.' on
my way home, and bought vou rs !
".
ua
yards of it at seven
shopman said It was a pi- - t
and it will make en
v
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Light

automobile

at

Jujnps

S

o'clock this evening.

Try a drain ot Ola Taylor
at the Opera Bar. AdT.

Beautiful $25.00 Horn-les- s
"
Symphony Talking
Machines to gustpmers of
pur store, Come in and

I

Let Us Show You

L

STORE1

STEARNS

ii

GIVE A DANCE

The city council win meet tonight
THE ARMORY IS TO BE THE
jn regular session to' consider imSCENE OF JOLY EARLY
portant business.

Fishing Tackle,

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

qUALITY FRUITS"

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

Highest In

In Fl vour

Quality-Delici- ous

Insist on "Hunts"

quality

At

LYE-PEELE-

If
irv

you wk n't the hignest
canned fruits

J. h. ste"ar.ns

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN W&GON

SESSION
There wii'i be a meeting of all the
male members of the "Buen Tiempo
club Friday night at the Commercial
club rooms. All members are earn- FLAG DAY WILL BE OBSERVED
SATURDAY EVENING; THE
estly requested to be present at this
PUBLIC IS INVITED.
mean
which
improvemay
meeting,
ment ot the organization. The meetAt the regular meeting of the Elks'
ing will start at S o'clock.
lodge last night arrangements were
made for the observance of Flag Day
Perrp Earickson of tne firm of
Earickson & Sabin called on The Op- on the evening of Saturday, June 14.
comtic bunch this morning and presented The officers of the lodge and a
the editor, the print ers and every- mittee from the floor will have
of the services, which are
body else who could be induced to charge
and are Imby ritual
prescribed
a
of
with
smoke
Edgewarth
package
is patThe
entire
program
smoking tobocco. Edgeworth is good pressive.
to
riotic
teaches
devotion
the
and
to
The Optic outfit,
dope, according
and Mr. Earickson is a good fellow. flag and love for the native land.
The Elks' order is pledged to patriotPersons coming in from Santa Fe ism and love for the flag, and the
in automobiles yesterday evening and grand lodge requires each subordinate lodge to give a public Flag Day
today stated that the road to Santa
service each year.
reFe will be impassab'ie until It is
The program Will be given Saturthat
to
fact
is
the
This
due
paired.
evening, at 8 o'clock. Everybody
day
ruts have been washed in the road
to the depth of five or six feet. Wil- is invited. The Las Vegas post of
liam Hoskins. was the last autoist to the Grand Army of the Republic has
been invited to be guest of honor. A.
pass over the road, and accomplishasA. Jones, the recently-appointeed the trip only with the greatest
a
of
sistant
the
secretary
interior,
of difficulty.
member of the lodge, has been invited to deliver the principal oration.
According to the volunteer weather observer at the New Mexico Nor- There will be musical features also.
Details of the program will be anmal university, the rainfall for
and last night a. as .88 inch. nounced later.
The total rainfall since Saturday, according to the same authority, is
Tonight at the home of the bride
2.97 inches. Cool weather has been tha
wedding of Miss Hatfie Hinemaiin
prevailing with the moisture. Yes- and Mr. Wolfe .Moants will occur. The
terday numerous families gathered ceremony will be attended only by the
about the grate or hugged the kitch- immediate relatives and friends of the
en stove. Charles Skafte, the Y. M.
family. A wedding reception will folC. A. janitor, fired up the steam
low the ceremony and will also take
And indicaplant in the building.
at the Huinemann residence. A
place
tions are that the rain wil't continue.
large number of friends have been invited to the reception.
The Agua Pura company officials
and employes were working hard toAMERICAN YACHT SEIZED.
day to preserve the fresh water sup-p'iThe American
Tokio, June 11.
was
It
Peterson
the
reservoir.
in
was
Columbia
seized today
yacht
planned to hold this in reserve in when she
in at Wakayama, which
put
cleor
with
order to furnish the city
is not an open port, for repairs. She
water during times when the river is
was on the voyage from Nagasaki to
tne
This morning, however,
muddy.
Yokohoma.
diversion ditch that runs around the
storm
reservoir to protect it from
A steel yacht, belonging to J. Harwater from the hills, broke. The
Ladew of the New York Yacht
vey
breach was repaired by Superintendorient Powers as soon as it was dis- club, which left for a cruise in
is
in
waters
ental
1912,
November,
covered,: but not until some of the
"arsurface water had got into the res- believed to be the vessel whose
reervoir. The surface water is not im- rest" at Wakayama, Japan, is
in cable dispatch.
ported
considerable
it
picks up
pure, but
The detention of the vessel was
mud as it: runs down the hills.. In
.probably
brought about owing to her
breach
the.'
the;
Agua, Pm$
iiiit'e of
there wa$ no
company expects to furnish Water entering a port where
custom
course is
similar
house.
A
could
done
tnan
if
hafe
much clearer
taken by the authorities of any other
without the new reservoir.
country under like circumstances.
d
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Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

The Store of the Best of Everything

Ealili

On account of a washout

When in need of Bakery Goods such as

Bread ILollsp Cookies,
Pies, Cakes, Macaroons,

varilla Wafers, Doughnuts, Fried Csxkes, Cinnamon R.olIs, etc.,
call on us.

We have them fresh every day.
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Base-Ba- ll
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SPRING SUITS
in

n

Norfolks and Two
and Three Button

FITS

FOR

TRY TO BLOW

OR

SALE

I

Opposite the

"toll

Ho.

'!

61

4

them

before we
a.re broken in size.
See

1

IHE ROSENTHAL

GREENBERGER

V; M. C. A.

THE REGAL SHOE MAN

BIG CROWD ATTENDS

JONES RECEPTION
COMMERCIAL CLUB FILLED WITH
FRIENDS OF THE ASSISTANT
SECRETARY.
INTERIOR

For Baby's Comfort and Mother's Convenience
Here is the only conveyance designed for the baby that will abolutely
permit the mother to take her child tverywhere. Shopping, calling, visit
ing, riding on cars, trains, or elevators, it makes no difference vuhtre
r
you go or how you go, the baby need never be lifted out. The

In spite of the bad weather nearly
prominent Las Vegas men at-

200

tended the informal smoker and reception given 'last night at the Commercial club rooms in honor of A.
A. Jones of this city, who recently
was appointed by President Wilson
to the important post of first assistant secretary of the interior. Men
began gathering at the club rooms at
8 o'clock.
By 8 : 30 o'clock, when Mr.
Jones appeared, the crowd had reached large proportions.
As Mr. Jones entered he was greetand a volley of
ed by handshakes
and well wishes,
congratulations
There were no speeches, though al'4
the men present had the pleasure of
speaking personally with the guest
of honor.
During the early evenwere
passed about the
ing cigars
rooms frequently, and everybody had
the opportunity of enjoying the companionship of soothing tobacco as
well as congenial friends.
Refreshments consisting of sandwiches, coffee and other liquids were
served. The affair was given by the
men of Las Vegas and the arrangements were made by George A. Flem:
ing and Secretary Hugh Stark of the
Commercial club.
Arrangements have been made for
a formal banquet in honor of Mr.
Jones, which wi'il occur tomorrow
evening at the Castaneda hotel. It
is expected that this will be largely
attended. Mr. Jones is to be guest
of honor at a banquet at Albuquerque
this evening.

it a combined Wheeler, Carrier, Bassinet and Jumper. It
can be pushed or pulled, carried on the arm or will stand
alone can't topple over. Can be changed from a wheeler
to a carrier or chair in an instant. Simply pull a cord- -.
settles gently to the ground with the wheels out
ol sight and out of the way. No complicated mechanism
to get out of order works so simply and easily that any
grown child can do it. Come and examine it yourself.

Shown far the first time
In Las Vegas

i.

Cm

JOHNSECJ &

son

Exclusive Local Agents

Another

B&Li-geJ- n

The fine residence of J. K. Martin,. No. 1005 Grand Avenue,
has been placed in our hands for sale at a very low price owing
to the family leaving- the city.
-

THIS FAUST BE S01.O AT ONCE
For price and terms see

,

The Investment and Agency Corporatipn
Pres. and Mgr.

GEO. A. FLEMING,

Subscribe for The Optic.

CRYSTAL BUTTE
SANITARY

IS MADE FR.O.M

j

'
r

PASTEURIZED CREAM

I

ASK YOUR. GROCER.

BAKERY GOODS

SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co I
IT

--

THE BEST THAT
;i

CAN BE MADE

Better Milk For a Better Town
We

evre

headOur milk wiif always stand the acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for fii;eam quality.

quarters for fresh

UP MEN

and
Fruits in Season

Vegetables

WHO REFUSE TO QUI!
PATERSON
STRIKERS
IN
MEANS
TEMPT VIOLENT
GAINING RECRUITS

RENT

AT

on the

Raton mountain last night train No. 3,
due here this morning at 6:10 o'clock,
did not reach Las Vegas until noon
today. Train No. 1, due at 1:20 p. m.
was also late in arriving and did not
reach this city until 3 o'clock. The
washout was between Trinidad and
Raton, but was not serious. The
wrecking outfit from Las Vegas left
last night and repaired the damage,
so that it was possible for all passenger traffic to move. The track north
of this city is in danger from water
in numbers of places, Watrous, Shoemaker and French being the worst.
All the track west of Las Vegas is
In fair condition.
The only bad place
west of here is in the Apache canyon,
and that place will he watched close
ly by the road officils, who are taking
no chances of acc idents or delays.
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SUMMER SOCIAL EVENT.

Finch's Golden Wedding itye, aged
The dance that is to be given by
in ths wood. Direct from the distil- the
Ladies of the Eastern Star tolery, to you. At the ixbby, of course. night at the
armory will be one of
the biggest social events of the early
Tlis Ladies' Aii uri. Missionary so summer.
The tickets, which have
ciety of the First Baptist church will been on sals' for the
past three weeks
meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
by the members of the lodge, have
o'cc-clat the home of Mrs, N, B. been
going fast, signifying that the
attendance will be large.
Green, 809 Fourth Btrfc.
All the different committees for
A marriage
license was issued the dance have mad? excellent prepthis morning at the court house to arations to make this affair a sucWilliam H. Lacey, aged 25, and
cess, the Simison five piece orchestra
Gallegos, aged 24. Both a:e will furnish music and the, public is
residents of the town cf Las Vegas assured of the best music. The armory floor has been placed in excelThe Missionary Society of the First lent shape hy the floor committer
Methodist Episcopal church will hold and nothing win
plea(rare
Ii its regular quarterly tea in the
of the evening. Despite the disagreeof a thimble, j)ai;y next Thursday af- able weather
that has been prevailing
ternoon at 3 o'clock with Mrs. J. C. in Las
Vegas for the past week, a
Schlott, 816 Columbia avenue.
merry crowd of dancers doubtless will
be present. Light refreshments will
The ElUa are preparing to launcli be at the disposal of the dancers
another big bowling tournament. A during the evening and will be servnumber of tha members of the lodge ed by the ladies of the Eastern Star.
who have not been- - bowling trends
have enlisted in .the various teari.s,
and some spectacular If ot aston THE ELKS TO HOLD A
ishing ,bowling is expected to result

Hart Schaffner

Porch Furniure, Vudor
Porch Shades, Reclin-
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Paterson, N. J., June 11. Paterson j
as shaken early today by the explosion of a bomb in front of the home
of three brothers who Jiad persistently refused to join' the silk strikers.
The house was damaged, but the
sleeping occupants were uninjured. It
was" the second attempt, to dynamite
their home since the strike began.
The police reported "renewed enthusiasm" on the part of the strikers.
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Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
'
'
modern
cities.
by
Ring out the bid mistaken methods.

j

STRAWBERRIES AND

Ring in the new correct ones.

CHERRIES EVERY DAY g

H

C.D.BOUCHER
PHONE MAIN 4 and 21

Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

'The Corbett Sanitary Dairy

South Pacific Street

Milking Time 4 A. M.

mi'

,

Las Vegas, New Mex

and 2 P.

M.

